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Faculty asked for ideas
on new G.E. courses
Faculty members at SJSU have been asked
to develop new courses that will reflect the
eight-unit increase in general education
requirements for incoming freshmen begininng
Fall 1980.
Criteria for the courses along with proposal
outlines have been sent to about 15 departments, Dean of Undergraduate Studies Brett
Melendy said Friday.
He said the faculty are not obligated to
submit any course proposals, but that the
deadline to do so is January 21, 1980.
The Academic Senate voted last spring to
increase the general education requirement at
SJSU from 40 units to 48 units. "The university
wanted to emphasize the importance of general
education by increasing the basic skills of

incoming freshmen," Melendy said.
So far Melendy said he has not received
any course proposals from the departments.
"But I know that some (faculty) are working
on it," he added.
Melendy said he anticipates six to 15
courses will be ,Jroposed before the deadline.
The Board of General Studies will then select
12 new basic skills courses to be added to the
university’s course offering.
"The students will have several options to
choose from," Melendy said.
The categories include courses in written
communications, oral communications,
qualitative reasoning, quantitative reasoning
and analysis, he said.

Students fast for Cambodians

photo by &nest Redehng

A "Hot Sox" team member performs a tricky maneuver
during a game of "Frisbee Ultimate." The Bay Area
championships were held at South Campus last weekend

San Jose’s team, the "Clingons," was defeated
by a team from Glendale.

Health Center head fires supervisor
Personnel grievance;

dicrimination charge
by Stephen Cohodas
An ex-SJSU Health Center supervisor filed a personnel
grievance against university officials yesterday citing racial
and age discrimination as cause for her dismissal.
Vickii Martinez, office supervisor at the Student Health
Service for 10 months, said her dismissal by Health Center
Director Dr. Raymond Miller was due to being "the youngest
supervisor, the first minority and an outsider."
She received word by telephone on Monday, Dec. 3 at 6:30
p.m. when Miller called her at home to notify her that she
"forget about coming in" the next day, according to Martinez.
Steve Faustina, SJSU Affirmative Action Officer, is investigating the allegations. He explained tLat under university
procedure, Miller’s actions were within his authority.
"A probationary employee can be fired at any time," he
said.

Martinez said she spoke with Faustina the next day and
he indicated to her "it was odd" that she had been fired so
abruptly.
According to Faustina, she had passed the regular 3- and
6-month job reviews but received a "negative recommendation" only one month later, two months short of the
usual review deadline.
"If you work one day beyond a year," Faustina said, "you
get tenure de facto."
Miller said he fired Martinez because she did not report to
work the previous day, adding he had made his recommendation to the personnel department but refused to comment on it.
Martinez claims her attendance problem is just a
smokescreen by her superiors.
"Last May during the gas crisis, Health Department
Assistant Director Dr. Iaforge called in late while waiting in
the gas lines," she said.
Faustina said his investigation will continue "informally"
and he expects to make his recommendation early this week
to the personnel department.

by Denise Downer
Some of SJSU’s dormitory residents are
declaring tomorrow a "FastDay."
These students will give up their three
prepaid meals at the Dining Commons for one
day.
Money from residents’ unused meal tickets
will be given to a local program called "Those
In Need." This program will send the money to
hungry people in Cambodia.
"People feel comfortable giving their
money to a San Jose program," said Steven
Willis, resident director of Allen Hall.
Spartan shops will collect the donated
money and give it to the selected charity
program. ’rhis donation will be contributed in
the names of participating residents.
"It’s not like one organization donating to
another," Willis said.
On one day, three meal tickets are worth
$4.50 at other food services on campus.
Students forfeiting their meal tickets on "Fast

Day" are donating $2 to the needy Cambodians.
Residents who give up their meals are
being reimbursed only for the raw food, said
Nancy Allen, dormitory programs coordinator.
"That doesn’t include labor and overhead."
Willis, who proposed "Fast Day," said at
least 100 persons will participate. A final list of
names had not been collected at press time.
Participants will have their names and
serial numbers from their meals books on a
list. This will tell Dining Commons employees
if a student is supposed to eat on that day.
Students who decide to fast are given a
statement telling them where their food is
going. Willis said. The statement also admonishes them to take fasting seriously.
Residents are informed of hunger-related
films being shown in various residence halls for
the day. "I Want To Live," by John Denver
and "Food For A Hungry Planet" will be
shown for free at different times in Hoover,
Washburn and Boulder halls.

Band declines Rose Bowl invitation
by Patty Selbach
In his first year as marching bane director,
Carl Chevellard has more than proved himself
if being invited to the Rose Bowl is any
measure of success.
The band was recently invited to participate in the Rose Bowl Parade, an honor the
parade committee extends to a select number
of marching ensembles.

Because of too little notice and financial
problems, however, the band will not accept
the invitation, according to Chevellard.
"We could not manage to get there this
year with two days notice," he said.
Instead, Chevellard is concentrating on
being able to go to Pasadena next year should
the band be invited again.
-continued on back page

Elementary Education grads air complaints
This is part one of a two-part series examining student
complaints about the elementary education teaching
credential program. Part one deals with student concerns about confidentiality in student advising and
program accreditation. Part two will deal with specific
courses and the quality of the "Flex" program.
by Morgan Hampton
Nearly half the graduating class of one elementary
education program is challenging the quality and accreditation of the Elementary Education program.
"It’s a waste of time," I.inda Raco, elementary
education senior, said. "The program is not turning out
qualified teachers."
Fifteen of the 32 fall semester graduating teachers
in the elementary education "Flex" credential program
aired a long list of complaints in a meeting with the
department chairman Nov. 30.
The "Flex" program is one of four elementary
education programs or "patterns" leading to a teaching
credential. The teaching credential program is entered
after a student has completed, or is about to complete, a
baccalaureate degree in one of six degree programs
outside the School of Education.
Sidney Tiedt, chairman of the Elementary
Education Department asked the students to take their
complaints to the department curriculum committee on
Dec. 17.
All 15 students at the Nov. 30 meeting expressed
various concerns and some angry complaints about the
"Flex" teaching credential program, but only a few
would give their names. One students said, "the grades
aren’t in yet."
Another said she feared "retaliation" if her comments "got back" to her instructors.
The group became even more agitated after an

’The program is not turning out
qualified teachers’ -- Raco
instructor opened the door and started to enter the room
where the meeting was being held.
"Fear; that’s why we’re here this semester instead
of last semester," Judi Waters, a graduating elementary education teacher, said after the meeting.
Raco and Waters said most of the students at the
meeting were not having any problems in the program,
but were the "top-notch" student teachers.
Raco said the concerns of the 15 at the meeting are
felt by other students in the "Flex" program as well.
"These are the only one’s who were contacted
(about the meeting)," Raco said. "More would have
Come."

"Confidentiality" was one major issue the students
discus.sed with Tiedt.
Several students told of experiences where conversations with advisers about their courses or
professors "got back" to their instructors, who later
"confronted" them about the conversation.
Three student teachers interviewed before the
meeting said they had met with Tiedt last semester
about problems they were having with one particular
course and instructor.
"Our names got back to lour instructor)," one of
the three said.
"No names were ever exchanged," Tied said in an
interview Thursday.
"The (office) door is generally open. People can see

people coming in and out. I’m sorry if it happened."
Although not every student teacher in the group felt
they had a problem with confidentiality, nearly
everyone complained about the quality of the "Flex"
program, and they questioned the re-accreditation of the
program.
Last year, the School of Education lost its accreditation, but regained it in May this year after a
second visit by the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education NCATE
Anger surfaced when the discussion turned to the
second visit by the NCATE team.
Several students said they were told at one of their
regular seminars that the school lost its accreditation
partly because of NCATE interviews with student
teachers last year.
For that reason, they were told, all their names
would be put in a hat and chosen at random to "role
play" with instructors to prepare for the second NCATE
visit.
"That was never done," Raco said. "The next thing
we knew was that the accreditation team had come and
gone, and we had been reaccredited.
Many believed the students interviewed were
"handpicked."
Waters said she believes student teachers who were
interviewed by the second visiting team also may have
been afraid to say what they really felt about the

program.
"We were told if we didn’t say nice things, we
wouldn’t get our accreditation back, and it would be
hard for us to get a job," she said.
Several students at the meeting and in interviews
also said they were piqued about being told to "decorate
the halls" two days before the NCATE was due to
arrive.
Tiedt said he was involved in planning artwork for
the hallway, but that he was unaware of any coaching of
students for the NCATE visit.
"If somebody got overeager I don’t know, but it’s
certainly not something we worked on in a faculty
meeting or something like that," Tiedt said.
"We did spend some time preparing but we didn’t
go through rehearsing students," he said. He said he
wasn’t involved in selecting students for the NCATE
interviews.
Allen C. Friebel, elementary education professor,
who coordinated the interviews with NCATE, said the
team requesteu Lne names of four or five students from
each elementary education program.
"We asked the instructors to give us a list," he said.
Friebel said the procedure for selecting which students
would be on the list was left to the instructors.
He said, however, that "no one was to be excluded,"
and "anyone who wanted to speak out should have had a
chance."
"I would love for them even to have approached
me," graduate student Gale Johannes said. "No one
with even a little spunk was chosen," she said.
Several other students said they would have liked to
talk with the accreditation team, especially about the
quality of courses in the "Flex" program.
Tomorrow, students discuss courses and the quality
of the "Flex" program.
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Time to look back on fond memories
by Craig Henderson
Staff Writer

As the semester draws to a
close, it’s time once again to look
back on the fond memories of
academic life and dorm life all
those special moments which made
this semester so enjoyable.
Remember when you firmly
decided that grades were
meaningless, that they were an
inaccurate measure of your
knowledge, that you wouldn’t be
trapped by authority into a childish
game, and you had better things to
do with your time than worry about
grades?

to be lined up and shot with all the
other zits on the forehead of society?
Remember wishing you had
never demanded an explanation?
Remember meeting your
roommate? Remember meeting his
pet snake that he keeps under his
bed? Remember meeting your
roommate and his girlfriend when
you walked into the room at 1:30 at
night’:
Remember asking your
roommate to clean his side of the
room after you hacked your way
through the cobwebs to get to your
side of the room? He said he already
cleaned his side once this semester,

’Remember meeting your roommate?
Remember meeting his pet snake...’
Remember when you got a D in
your chemistry class, and your
G.P.A. was declared too low to get
into medical school? Somehow,
grades seemed more important than
you had originally thought.
Remember storming into your
chemistry professor’s office and
demanding an explanation for the
low grade you received? Remember
him telling you that you got a D
because you don’t know a damn
thing about chemistry, you couldn’t
tell the difference between water
and chocolate milk, you’re a totally
,nemlipetent student, and you ought

and cleaning it twice was just too
much to ask.
Remember when you finally
stayed out past 12 on a weeknight,
and your "concerned" roommate
phoned the local VD clinic, alerting
to the potential public health
hazard?
Remember when the elevators
broke down and you had to walk nine
flights of stairs twice a day? When
the elevators were working again
and you got into the elevator, it
dropped to the ground floor and
remained there for half an hour.
Then you decided to walk nine

flights of stairs twice a day whether
the elevators were running or not.
Remember when you asked
your roommate if you could borrow
some money? He replied, "Sure,
what are roommates for?"
Remember paying him back, and he
charged you 17 percent interest’?
Sudenly you realized what your
roommate had meant when he said
he was working his way through
college.
Remember those Thursday
night parties where everyone sat
around getting stoned, and no one
communicated because everyone
was too stoned?
Remember the Friday after the
Thursday night parties?
Remember those Friday night
parties where everyone sat around
getting stoned, and no one communicated because everyone was
too stoned?
Remember the signals you and
your roommate developed when you
were "entertaining" in your room
and did not want to be disturbed?
First you decided to throw your
Spanish book out the window of your
room. After retrieving your Spanish
book from the bushes 29 times, and
after half the semester had past and
the only Spanish words you knew
were taco and burrito, you decided
to find another signal.
Then you decided to place a
chair on the outside of your door.

Survival of the fittest
rule for care homes
by Steve Cohodas
Investigative Editor

Care for the mentally disabled
has never been a prosperous
business but now the situation seems
to have gone from poor to bleak.
Faced with skyrocketing inflation, operators are screaming to
the state for additional support to
keep their businesses solvent and
their charges out of institutions like
Agnews.
In that realm, the operators
seem to be caught in a post’
Proposition 13 bind. They can no
longer appeal to local officials for
relief nor expect much satisfaction
from a state government preaching
the virtues of less is more.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Jr.’s
appeal for an era of limits may have
caught on with the voters as expressed in resounding votes on
Proposition 13 and its successors,
but the result has left community
care in a shambles.

Old operators, secure in their
investments, are squawking that
increased payments are good for
business but the state’s obvious
survival-of-the-fittest attitude may
be short-changing operators in need.
This in turn has brought about
social implications which are an
intricate and astounding set of
relationships.
Asian operators, new to the
investment world, seem to be taking
advantage of minorities less fortunate than themselves, often hiring
workers without documents from
other Third World countries at
minimum wage and long hours.
The reason behind this, according to several people working in
this field, is the availability of a
docile and fearful labor pool willing
to accept whatever conditions are
offered for the chance to live in the
United States.
However, the residents are

ultimately the ones who suffer the
most.
The high turnover and the trend
among operators to hire untrained
personnel for facilities mean
residents have to deal with a constant flux of faces in a world where
stability is as necessary as good
supervision.
Poor treatment and an insensitive state government can only
result in the perpetuation of a core of
people eager to be productive but
incapable of bringing themselves to
a level of acceptable social interaction.
Federal assistance is no solution
either, as the operators’ main
complaint is the lack of access to
financial decision-making
in
Sacramento.
Apparently, the best solution
seems to be hinging on the outcome
of one of the next decade’s most
important issues low-cost health
care.

Somehow the spontaneity was
always lost when you had to stop
right in the middle to put a chair
outside the door.
Then you gave up, took an
example from San Diego State
dormies, put your beds together, and

Editor:
lam writing in response to Dave
Burckhard’s article of Dec. 5 or
more appropriately, Donald C.
Winston’s editorial in Newsweek of
Dec. 3. The latter’s poor reasoning
gives rise to Burekhard’s.
Before I go further, I will say
that there is merit in Winston’s
essay. He states that there is no free
lunch. You have to invest in capital,
raw materials and energy in order to
utilize solar power. Unfortunately,
many environmentalists don’t
recognize this. They should.
But this argument fails. Oil,
coal, or any other energy source also
requires capital, raw material and
energy. Their problem is that once
you have the means of conversion
you must constantly iesupply it with
oil, coal or gas. Once you have the
solar conversion unit, all you need is
the sun.
Manufacturing problems aside,
Winston gives us doomsday
scenarios of massive freon leaks in
huge solar conversion systems. The
rebuttal to this argument and a
great promise of solar energy is that
you don’t need vast systems
operated by utilities. Solar energy is
an on-site affair, usually with
smaller units. Small freon spills,
even collectively, are not a major
concern. If they were, refrigerators
and radiators would have done us in
long ago.
Winston argues that, due to ils
low conversion efficiency, solar
energy would require panels
monopolizing acreage on a
horrendous scale and alerting us to
the grave eco:ogical consequences.
He ignores that solar energy can be
put on the roofs, and roofs, along
with streets and parking lots, cover
an awful lot of land.
Photo voltaic power is not yet a
viable means of generating energy.
Its cost, in manufacturing and in
terms of conversion efficiency, is
prohibitive, but research may
reward us with this as a viable

source. Solar space and water
heating is viable and proven.
Anyone who is reasonable and
honest won’t proclaim that solar will
fulfill all our needs. But then, neither
can oil. People like Winston i who, by
the way, is part of the oil industry)
and Burckhard seem to believe that
since solar power can’t provide for
everything, then it can’t provide for
anything.
Because of solar power’s
relative self-sufficiency, it can
reduce our dependence on imported
oil. But the threat to people like
Winston is that people can reduce
their dependence on utilities and oil
companies.
Dennis Christopher Murphy
Design, junior

and educational duties.
I would like to remind all
students, and perhaps some of the
faculty too, that San Jose State
University is, by all definitions, a
university and not a high-school.
Please try to encourage this
concept in all that you say and do.
Remember that of all the institutions that comprise the UC and
the CSUC systems, San Jose State
University is the oldest of them all,
so take pride in being part of this
university.
Alan Campbell Ling
Associate Dean for Research
School of Science

Take pride

Editor:
Who is Edward Kennedy? Is he
the drunk that allowed Mary Jo
Kopec hne to drown at Cha ppaquiddick? Is he the fool who was
expelled from Harvard for trying to
get someone else to take his Spanish
exam’ Is he the unfortunate
husband of a wife who’s had severe
drinking problems? Can an
economic liberal cure our economic
woes? Can Kennedy lead our
country out of trouble when he’s
gotten himself into so much?
Supporters of Kennedy will tell
you that, "he can’t be held accountable for what happened 10
years ago." (Greg Grimes, Dec. 6,
Spartan Daily). It’s the issues that
should decide the Presidency is
another good one. These people don’t
know what they’re talking about.
The man who steps into the White
House is not made out of ideas. He is
made of flesh, blood, and personality. Ideas do not breathe with
life, and neither does Mary Jo
Kopechne.
What about the issues? Is
Kennedy really so strong on issues
to
overshadow his mistakes in
as
personal life? I hear him talk on
national television about military
arms and spending. "It’s not a
question of whether more is better or
less is better, but whether better is
better," Kennedy said. Kennedy’s

Editor:
With all the recent interest
concerning student involvement
with RTP committees, I would like
you to consider the following: A
university is classically designated
as a center of learning, and my
choice of the preposition "of" rather
than an alternate such as "for" in
the phrase "center of learning" is
deliberate.
Thus, the primary function of a
university’s faculty is to foster an
environment conducive to learning.
The continuous use of the verb "to
teach" is too reminiscent of gradeschool or junior college mentality,
and abrogates the responsibility of
the student to learn.
It is certain that the clear logical
presentation of material to be
assimilated is one facet, but only one
facet, of this concept. However, in
providing and fostering this learning
environment, like the proverbial
iceberg, 90 percent of the activities
of a faculty member are invisible to
the undergraduate student.
Even the above average
graduate student, who is probably
the most aware member of the
student population, perceives only
part of the overall involvement of a
faculty member with professional

Issues
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Marijuana again an issue

Legalization up to voters
by Patty Selbach
Stall Writer

The 1980 California marijuana
initiative is under way.
Should enough signatures be
gathered, the measure will be included on next November’s ballot.
The initiative calls for the
removal of all penalties for
possession, cultivation and transportation of any amount of
marijuana.
A similar proposition failed in
1972, with only 34 percent of the
voters supporting it.
But eight years may have made
a lot of difference.
Two opinion polls this year

letters
Response

everyone joined in the fun.
In a closing tribute to the times
of this semester we will always
cherish, I present my version of the
immortal song, "The Way We
Were."
Memories, light the corners of

recent escapades with the press
have earned him the respect of the
Iranian "students" holding the
American hostages, because of his
statements denouncing the shah. Ile
wants to have a debate concerning
the shah. Let Kennedy debate with
Khomeini, not with Carter. Carter
already knows what has to be done:
Get the hostages back!
Is Kennedy the real leader in the
Senate, the man who has championed many causes? If he is
"pushing" for a tax cut for next
year, then why has he voted against
tax cuts this year? If he wants to end
inflation, why did he vote for an
increase in national debt? If he is
strong on foreign policy, then why
did he vote against severing
diplomatic and economic relations
with Cuba until they withdraw
forces from Africa, and voted to
continue indirect monetary aid
( through World Bank and other U.S.
funded agencies to Laos, Cuba and
Vietnam?
I will agree with Greg Grimes
that Kennedy is very devoted to the
political process. He voted no to a
bill requiring roll call votes on
salary increases for Congressmen,
Senators, and other government
officials. He voted no to a bill
requiring a reduction in the HEW
budget by the amount of funds
reported misspent through fraud
and waste. And he voted for the use
of federal funds for busing school
children. If Kennedy was this
devoted to the governmental process
instead of the political process there
is no doubt our burdens would be
lighter.
The only way you can really find
out what kind of stuff Kennedy is
made out of is to hear for yourself
what comes out of his mouth. I encourage all of you to listen to what
Kennedy has to say, because I
believe he is his own worst enemy.
His rhetoric is double thick, and his
ideology is so liberal it makes
McGovern look moderate. But if you
listen hard, very hard, you just
might succeed in hurting your ears.
Steve Yurash
Physics, sophomore

showed that 40 percent of the state’s
voters favored total legalization of
marijuana.
A larger 71 percent polled approve of the current Moscone law,
which legalized possession of one
ounce of marijuana for private use.
And surveys show that at least 7
million Californians have u.sed
marijuana.
On the government’s side, our
leaders have not shown any sympathy for marijuana legalization.
Attorney General George
Deukmejian, a long-time crusader
for strict marijuana laws, has
emphasized the enforcement of
present laws.
Deukmejian recently asked for
nearly $300,000 in state funds for a
concentrated attack on northern
California’s marijuana fields.
Last year, 10 tons of marijuana
were seized from growers in four
northern couaties.
Yet, thcse growers still harvested an estimated $900 million
worth of marijuana.
Raids paid for by taxpayers are
expensive, using helicopters and
infrared detection devices to pinpoint marijuana fields.
Such raids are reminiscent of
Prohibition and the storming of
speakeasies.
Today, with marijuana use
hardly raising eyebrows anymore,
the continued push to eliminate
marijuana harvests only removes
the tip of the iceberg.
But even for those who don’t use
marijuana, there is an issue of
privacy here.
In Alaska, a landmark decision
by the state supreme court struck
down marijuana laws on grounds of

invasion of privacy.
Alaska now has the most liberal
marijuana laws in the country.
California’s initiative is patterned after those laws. However,
there is little chance that this state’s
courts will view marijuana laws the
same way.
The people are being forced to
make their own laws ones that are
compatible with their lifestyle.
Marijuana has not been proven
more harmful than cigarettes or
alcohol, both legal items. But the
stigma marijuana carries with it is
the biggest block to legalization.
Part of the voters remember
"Reefer Madness" tales.
That sort of propoganda was
effective and those effects are still
with us,
another part is concerned for
young people who might take advantage of easy access to
marijuana.
But legalization would take
marijuana out of dealers’ hands who
might also be selling more
dangerous drugs.
The California marijuana
initiative drive begins Jan. 2.
Should our state legalize
marijuana, it is possible that trendsetting California may be copied by
other states.
In an era where we need less
government and more privacy,
eliminating overblown marijuana
laws would be a victory for the
private citizen.
But it is obvious that the
government will not act on its own.
Legalizing marijuana must clearly
be the people’s choice.

entertainment
Religious vision fuels "Star Trek"
by Eric Hammond
Its
back!
The
television series that would
not die. The grand daddy of
all space epics has arisen
Phoenix like from the
rerun bins. "Star Trek, The
Motion Picture" will send
millions into Trekkie
nirvana.
The plywood sets have
been replaced by "Star
Wars" -type
computer
technology, and the Enterprise has had a complete redesign, but the
crew still contains the
familar old faces.
When Gene Roddenberry first approached
the networks with his
concept for television’s
first adult science fiction
series, he could not have
realized that he was about
to touch the nerve center of
the Vietnam generation
with a show that would
match its endless optimism
and idealism.
has
Roddenberry
always said that he
believes the crew of the
Enterprise represents a
microcosm of the human
situation, imperfect, but
searching for perfection.
On its voyages through the
universe, the Enterprise
always represented the
better human traits: Mr.
Spock’s logic contrasted
with McCoy’s human
decency,
and
Kirk’s
courage, to present
an
Americans
with
idealized view of themselves.
In the new movie,
Roddenberry has attempted to bring a semi-

religious vision to the space
opera. He explores the
themes of higher evolution,
and the search for meaning
in life, while mounting a
multi-millon dollar special
effects bill.
The special effects for
the first part of the movie
equal the best of "Star
Wars" and "Close Encounters." The team of
Douglas Trumbull and
John Dykstra, who have

collectively
bee n
responsible for the special
of
almost every
effects
space movie in the past
decade, have combined
their talents and with the
help of hundreds of
working
technicians
overtime for the last seven
months, created a visually
stunning production.
Trumbull has created a
breath -taking alien
spaceship that makes the

"Close Encounters" saucer
look like a garbage scow by
contrast. The sets are a
vast improvement on the
original low budget designs
that detracted from the
reality of the show. The
Enterprise finally has been
given a realistic appearance and a trimmed
down look.
William
Shatner,
Leonard Nimoy, and
DeForest Kelley all handle

their roles with the expertise of actors who have
lived with their characters
for the last fifteen years.
The new faces, Stephen
Collins,
and
Persis
Khambatta, are unable to
compete with the old team,
and are often upstaged.
However, they do a
good job with roles that are
designed to focus attention
on the original cast, and not
on themselves.
Khambatta, a native of
India, is cast in a role of a
bald native of the planet
Delta. She does a fine job in
a role that most actresses
would avoid like the plague
because of the danger of
typecasting for the rest of
their lives.
Stephen Collins has at
least the good fortune to
play a human being,
named Decker, and he
gives a good performance
The main weak spot of
the movie is the virtual
absense of the old theme
music from the television
series. The original themes
were much better than
Jerry Goldsmith’s "Star
Warish" score.
There hasn’t been as
much audience reaction to
a movie since "Star Wars."
The
Trekkies
and
newcomers alike shared in
the excitement.
In an age of religious
decline and decreasing
power of churches, movies
like "Star Trek" fill a need
in today’s young people.
Space has replaced heaven
as the promised land, and
space movies provide the
testament for the new
religion.

Van Breen’s concern
Debut LP fine
leads to Cambodian show
by Tracy L. Corral
To care an infinitive verb meaning
"to feel interest or concern," aceording to
Webster’s New World Dictionary.
This concern is what brought SJSU
student Carol Van Breen and her husband
Jack to organize a benefit concert to raise
money for an organization which is
bringing aid to people in Cambodia.
The concert will be held on Dec. 16, at 7
p.m. at the San Jose Convention Center.
Tickets will be sold at the door only, for
$4.50.
According to Jack Van Breen, the idea
for a benefit concert came up when, "I was

Council, and they unanimously waived the
fee we would have had to pay to get the
convention center."
Hush has been around for quite a
while, according to Berry. At an informal
press conference, he talked a little about
the group.
"We have been very lucky, because
there are many groups in this area, but
some of them haven’t had the breaks we
have had." Hush has released an album,
which he said, is doing pretty well.
He thinks the concert will be "a first
class show; it will be professionally put
together."

in concert
sitting with my wife one Sunday, and I saw
an advertisement in the newspaper for an
organization asking for donations to a
Cambodian relief fund."
Since he didn’t have much money, "I’d
just changed jobs," he and his wife
decided to organize a benefit concert. They
contacted another SJSU student, Sandra
Frankel, to help with the organization.
The next step was to get in touch with
some entertainment and Van Breen, who
is also a local musician, talked to Bob
Berry, a member of the local group, Hush.
Berry and his group agreed to perform for
the concert.
Through other contacts, the Van
Breens got three other groups, Skycreek,
Pokerface and The Spoons in addition to
Hush, as well as the High Wire Radio
Choir, a comedy group.
All the groups plan to donate time and
expenses to the show, hoping it will make
about $8,000.
The next hurdle was finding an
auditorium to hold the concert. "We sent a
letter to the City Council, explaining about
the concert," Frankel said, "and they
suggested that we try the convention
center
-Then we appeared before the CR)

Tony Arellano, of the Spoons, agrees.
"Doing benefits is always fun. And our
show is going to be with high caliber
groups."
The Spoons is a group with many
members who "are refugees from other
area bands." The band is probably the
least-known of the four groups because
they have been playing together for only
about a year, according to Arellano.
The High Wire Radio Choir plans to
add a little "craziness" to the show, said
the group’s manager, Dan Scafani.
This crazziness should include,
"Teenage Mutant Love," and "The
Further Adventures of Billy Vega," two of
their more well-known sketches.
The group’s humor tends toward the
dark side, said Scafani. "They usually
surprise me with what they come up with
in their performances."

by Roger Myers
You and a favorite
person have settled down
for a candlelight evening.
The big question: what
album to play.
Sinatra? Mangione?
Mathis?
Chances are it will be
Hiroshima. This ninemember ( eight Japanese)
band offers on its selfentitled debut LP slightly
mystical romanticism saw
ac
sentimentality
complished with a tastefu
mixture of horns, percussion, synthesizer and
just enough guitar to keep
it interesting.
Teri Kusumoto and
Jess Acuna split time on
tunes.
vocalized
the
Kusumoto’s voice is soft
and comfortable, if not
Acuna
awe-inspiring.
complements her well with
his ingratiating tenor.
On all eight songs
Peter Hata’s guitar work is
superb, whether opening
"Lion Dance" with artistic
picking or punctuating
"Da -Da" with the

strongest riffs on the
album.
Wayne Henderson’s
production sound is lush. It
is most effective on the
final number, "Taiko
Song," highlighting the
taiko, a Japanese drum.
In all, it is a relaxingly
enticing sound.
Now, would you like a
glass of wine?
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Choir performance
a moving experience
by Marion Chili
The SJSU Symphony
Or Llrestra and Choir
presented an impressive
Johann
version
of
Bach’s
Sebastian
at
St.
"Magnificat"
Joseph’s Church Friday
night, but the high point of
the evening was the
treatment of Ralph
Vaughan Williams’ "Dona
Nob is Pacem."
Vaughan Williams’
statement on war, written
in 1936, opens with a
soprano soloist introducing
the words of the Latin
prayer, "Dona Nobis
Pacem," or "Grant Us
Peace."
Kathy Nitz provided a
light, soaring soprano for
the solo, with a quick,
bright, almost quivering
vibrato.
The prayer leads into
"Beat! Beat! Drums!", a
poem by Walt Whitman,
commenting on the nature
"Burst like a
of war
ruthless force ... into the
school where the scholar is
studying ..."
During this section, the
chorus was sometimes lost
in the strength of the orchestra and the size of the
cathedral.
The work continues
with more of Whitman’s
poetry, including empathy
for a dead enemy "My
enemy is dead, a man
divine as myself ..." and
the death of a father and
son in battle "For the son
is brought with the father
... and the double grave
awaits them."
the
Throughout

soprano voice returns,
continuing its plea for
peace.
The end section opens
with the voice of
assurance, the baritone
solo singing, "0 man
greatly beloved, fear not,
peace be unto thee, be
strong, yea, be strong."
These and other verses
from the Old Testament
combine with Vaughan
Williams’ score to give the
feeling of peace dawning on
a war-weary world.
After the affirmation of
a "new world," the chorus
ends by singing "Glory to
God in the highest, and on
earth peace, goodwill
toward men," followed by
the
soprano’s
final
repetition of her prayer.
The prayer fades with the
chorus echoing the word
"Pacem," peace.

Selection of Vaughan
Williams’ work was
especially appropriate for
the Christmas season, one
intended to be a time of
peace.
Vaughan Williams’
treatment of war brings the
concept of peace into sharp
focus, and the SJSU
musicians gave it a highly
effective and moving
treatment.
Following
the
programs end, the appreciative audience applauded for several
minutes, among shouts of
"Bravo!"
The concert drew a
standing room only crowd
in the large church, despite
the fact it was held on a
Friday night and carried a
$3 student admission
charge.
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The money from the concert will be
sent to Cambodia in the form of food,
clothing and supplies, through a Bostonbased organization, Oxfam America.

Fri.’ Ihe A adenm Senale Ten and A S Du"!

No one from the Academic Senate is being held hostage in a foreign embassy:
and Nancy McFadden and &Iran Mapthia are alive and well too. But no one is on ten
Academic Senate or two Associated Students committees either. Take a look at the
opportunities below, and see how you can serve yourself and your fellow students:
Al ADE MI( SENATE
I Student
Academic Freedom & Professional Ethics
5 Students
Continuing Education Advisory
3 Students
Data Processing
6 Students
Improvement of instruction
4 Students
Library
2 Students
Outstanding Professor & Distinguished
Teaching Awards
6 Students
Registration Advisory
4 Students
Student Honors Program
2 Students
Student Opinion Poll
2 Students
Teacher EducMion
ASSOE IA IID STUDENTS
Leisure Services Advisory Board
Election Board
These listings are being repeated as a
reminder for you. They are all subiect
to change without notice. Call 277-3201
or drop by the A.S. Office for more details.
SPACE FOR THIS AD PAID FOR BY THE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF SAN JOSE STATE

4 Students
9 Students

When auto costs make you scream and the bus makes
you cuss, think of us! Free-Wheelin’ Mopeds &
Skateboards carries Puch, the finest moped made!
Puch’s are dependable, durable, economical and
handsome! Free-Wheelin’ is the authorized Puch
dealer and service center. So when the
traffic gets you down think of us, we’ll
get you up on a Puch!

REEWhEEUNNlopEds
1067 i Si,. De An,a Ii011105 aid
446-1461
Cupertino, CA

Pt iNd needs bright well-educated
civil. electrical or mechanical
engineers to work on difficult and
comple s problems.
no: burden is heavy The problems are many It’s our ioh to provide
enough energy for the essential
needs of the public and the tremens
dous environmental housecleaning
.ioh that needs tit be thine in %age
recycling, smog-free rapid transit,
fume incineration, and water
purification MI oilhese tasks will
requite large amounts ol gas and
electric energy

If you’re genuinely concerned
about people and the ens ironment.
and are man or woman enough to
work lor realistic solutions to near
impossible problems- PG&L would
welcome your help.
he pay is good and we’ll give
you all the responsibility you can
handle.
For an employment inters iew,
contact John Clemson. PC
Professional 1:mployment Office,
245 Market Street. San Francisco,
,f4106 PGWE
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"Between Men and Women" - complication No great spots
by Scott Mace
After four hours, a
group of men and women
discussing changing sexual
values, traditions and the
role of love conic up with no
set answers, but as excerpts froni that discussion
reveal, what goes on
Men and
"Between
Women" is a complicated
part of life.
Filmmaker Jack
Nyblom offered his 80minute documentary as "a
personal perspective" to
responsive audiences last
week at San Jose’s Camera
One Theater. Nyblom spent
three years filming and
interviewing couples and
singles from around the
area, including some
regular Camera One
habituants.
"Between Men and
Women" features frank
talk on "open" relationships, breaking up,
marriage, love and sex.
Local musician Bob Mello
supplies the unobtrusive,
mellow guitar music.
Myblom and his crew chose
the pure documentary
tack, letting their subjects
speak and keeping the
producers and cameramen
well out of sight. Only
during the group discussion
at the end of the filming did
one participant, director of
photography Jim Zuur, join
in the discussion. Zuur is
also a professor is New
College at SJSU.
What emerged from
the film was a mosaic of
people in conflict, torn

so I give everyone a try,"
she said.

between the "old" and
"rew" morality, searching
fix love and companionship
yet afraid of stifling
or
committment
possessiveness.
Some men and women
seemed very comfortable
in either arrangement;
some were learning to cope
with the changing social
and sexual needs of their
partners; others seemed at
times bewildered at the
inevitable change which
splits apart people and
relationships.

review
Nyblom purposefully
focuses on those men and
women most caught in the
winds of change. For him
the film was a way of
dealing with some of his
own bitter experiences,
and as the film progressed,
he said he found himself
assuming the therapist role
for sonic of his subjects.
"I didn’t want to get
into that role, but it happened a couple of times,"
Nyblom said to the Camera
One audience after the
film.
Nyblom also told the
audience he had written a
script for the movie, but he
abandoned it because it
seems "less real" than
editing down the hours of
filmed interviews.
One of the interviewees, a local street
counselor named Bob Neff,

said staying in love under
one roof was "not reality."
Neff and others spoke of
how trivial subjects drive
wedges between partners.
Neff gave the example
of a couple going to Carmel
for a romantic weekend
when one of them asks the
other about a forgotten

phone bill, which ruins the
weekend, according to
Neff.
Men seemd to have a
much harder time adjusting to separation and
divorce in the film. One
man found it a "big shock"
to be divorced at 37.
"I stayed 9 years old

for 14 years," he said. "It
was a big shock when she
said, ’Graduation time,
Bobby."
One woman was
convinced she had just not
found Mr. Right yet. "I’m
convinced my knight in
shining armor is out there.

"The Wall" is a tale of
rock-star desperation, of a
man systematically
isolating himself from all
human feelings due to the
pain of life caused by his
absent father, his overbearing,
suffocating
mother his inability to
carry on a normal
heterosexual relationship,
etc. etc. etc. Effectively
drugged and numbed, he
finally rebels against his
own inner exile and sentences himself to his own
worst fear: he tears down
the wall. Oh wow...
Unquestionably, this is

the Floyd’s worst album.
are
lyrics
The
bad:
amateurishly
"Mother do you think
the
drop
they’ll
bomb?/Mother do you
think they’ll like this
song?/Mother do you think
they’ll try to break my
balls?/Mother should I
build a wall?"
Further samples:
"Day after day, love turns
grey like the skin of a dying
man/Night after night we
pretend it’s all right, but I
have grown older and you
have turned colder and
nothing is very much fun
anymore..."
Musically, "The Wall"
IS a rehash of every

by Roger Myers
A few months ago an
import LP, "Don’t Throw
Stones," by Australia’s The
Sports, was all the rage
among the inner circle of
new wave’s legions.

A woman thought love
was "just enjoying being
liking
and
alive"
everydody. Another
woman thought it was
trust. "No matter what you
do, they’re going to love
you."

Arista
Recently
released a domesticated
version under the same
title.

fragment or idea ever to
appear on a Floyd album
over the past 11 years.
"Hey You" recycles the
song "Pigs" from 1977’s
"Animals" and throws in
the beeping satelite that
hovered around "Meddle’s,’ "Echoes" for good
measure. "Mother" makes
use of the style and
structure of "Wish You
Were Here’s" title track,
"Comfortably
while
Numb," the closest thing to
a decent song this I.P has to
offer, rips off "Dark Side of
the Moon’s," "Us and
Them" in every way except lyrical beauty and
cohesion.
Which brings us to the

LSAT

central question raised by
double -album
this
dinosaur: who cares? Do
the personal rock star
hassles of Pink Floyd’s
members have any bearing
on life in the real world?
In these days of doubledigit inflation, why should
the average fan shell out
upwards of ten bucks or
more to hear the Floyd
bitch and whine about how
this life is such a hell on
earth?

Personnel Selection Officer

Public Information Officer
The Public Information Officer handles all public and press relations for the
Associated Students. The PIO answers questions from the University community.
on and off campus news media. and the public at large about A.S. activities. PIO

The album’s current
single is the sardonically
humorous "Who Listens To
The Radio?"
Of the 12’s 12 cuts it is
the strongest. The guitar
intro,
especially
the
feedback, is a very catchy
hook that moves directly
into Cummings most intense singing on the album.
Besides Pete Solley’s
uneven production, the
album’s lone lowpoint is
"Big Sleep," which begs to
be put to bed.

But basically it is
vocalist Peter Cummings
croonings over an assorted
mix of guitars, keyboards
and rhythm section.

K1NKO’S
NOW DOES
THESIS COPTING
GOLD STAMP
*BINDING.

That Cummings, who
at times sounds not unlike
Michael Lee Smith of

kit Sian Cada IL
Us Jou
/16-11111

*HAPPY*
(CHIEVIUI-MIH)
Hillel Invites You to the Annual
"Chanukah Party"
Saturday, December 15. 1100 pm
In addition to good food. drink. & music,
thee will be a mid -Western Dance performance
Donation: $2.00

For further information:
Education
r’I sin Cidss,om Bldg 136E1
San Jose State University
San Jose CA 95192
14081 277 2182

"New Year’s Eve Celebration"
Monday. December 31st. 9 p.m.
Free: B.Y.O.B. and B.Y.O.H. (hors d’oeuvres)
Both events at the Hillel House, 390 MacArthur
Steel. San Jose: Off San Carlos street. 1st
light east of Hwy IT. For further information
please call Henry Sager. 255-1305, Bob Bergman
at Hillel House. 998-5529. or Toni Schlamm and
Janet Isaacs. 2934086

San Jose State University

Big Red Pen
reg $2.98 special $1.99

SPECIALS!

Say it with a "pie.- For $35
any class can have a "pie"
thrown at the professor of
their choice. Call 286-43(8,
or 253-7919for details
Hurry, the semester is ending.

Under the direction of the A S President. the Personnel Selection Officer supervises the recruitment, interviewing, and recommends to the A.S. President, the
selection of all student representatives on A.S. committees. Academic Senate
committees. faculty/student committees. and Student Union committees You
could gain valuable experience and this A.S. paid position If you plan on going into
personnel work as a career.

There are a few intriguing aspects to the
album - tightly interwoven
harmonies; the sound of
breaking glass between
"Don’t Throw Stones" and
"Thru The Window:" and
"Step By Step," in which
the stop-and-go momentum
of the rhythm emphasizes
the title.

Zoom 66
reg. $99.95 special $79.95

Tired of listening to him her
all semester? Following those
green sheets? "Do this, do that/Now...your chance to speak up

Interviews for two positions on the Associated Students Executive Staff will begin
during the latter part of January The openings will be for the Personnel Selection
Officer and the Public Information Officer

If you are looking for
great moments in Sports,
prepare to be disappointed.
What this debut album
offers is nothing spectacular, j1.6t entertaining
power-pop rock.

Starz, has talent is beyond
doubt. But that he has some
developing to do before
achieving potential is
equally unquestionable.

Merry Christmas
Specials

And tickle his/her funny bone
all in ONE SHOT.

A.S. Paid Positions Perform with Press and Public

For those who missed
the Camera One showings
of "Between Men and
Women," try the Roxie
Theater in San Francisco
on Dec. 18 or the Sashmill
Theater in Santa Cruz on
Jan. 29 and 30.

’Law Schools Admissions Test

WANT TO
CREAM YOUR PROF?
’
%1Pai

ACT NOW. CALI. TODAY
A.W.C.F.P.

Serious and humorous,
the film did a good job of
getting some halfway
normal people to talk about
some intimate feelings in
public. Its generic title
presents a problem only if
one sees the movie as a
meal of wisdom, instead of
just food for thought.

Get the edge! Prepare to take the

Floyd’s fare self-indulgent
by Dave Abston
It seemed a good bet
that popular entertainment
wouldn’t offer anything
funnier this year than the
sight of a fat, naked, bald
Marlon Brando smeared
with body paint left over
from the Summer of Love
dumping somebody’s head
into the lap of a zoned-out
Martin Sheen near the end
of Francis Coppola’s
"Apocalypse Now."
Then came Pink
Floyd’s "The Wall."
The temptation to
compare this bloated aural
disaster with Coppola’s big
selfartistic
budget
indulgence is overwhelming.
"Apocalypse
Like
Now," "The Wall," a
double-album set, supposedly chronicles one
man’s journey into his own
personal heart of darkness,
where demons lurk behind
every smile and Freud
reigns supreme.

Men and women offer
varying definitions of love.
For one man, it was
"having your wife get up to
cook for you at 2 a.m, and
not ask you where you’ve
been."

Some of the most
amusing, yet saddest,
moments come when
couples talking to the
camera find out something
about their partners they
never knew before. It is
reminiscent at times of
"The Newlywed Game."

Jack NyBlom (right), director of "Between Men and Women."

in Sports’ debut

Head & Shoulders Shampoo
7

oz. reg.

$1.75

special $1.45

Clearasil
6

6.5 oz. reg. $1.89
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Entex Electronic
Baseball

special

$1.19

Crest
5 oz. reg. $1.09

special 4.89

RDR Cold Capsules
120 reg $1.69

special $.99

Our current Best Sellers
always 10% off.
Jailbird
Aunt Erma’s Cope Book
Establishment
Restoring The American Dream
Guiness Book of World Records 1980
Scarsdale Diet
Sylvia Porter’s Money Book
Broca’s Brain
How to Become Financially Independent
Bronx Zoo

Sophie’s Choice
War 9 Remembrance
Hanto Yo
James Herriot’s Yorkshire
Green Ripper
White Album
The Powers That Be
Medusa 9The Snail
Matarese Circle
Last Enchantment

writes news releases, public service announcements prepares and produces A.S.
productions. Public Relations majors and those with journalism training can benefit
from the experience gained as the Associated Students Public Information Officer.
your applicath n for either of these positions to the A.S. office. located on
Submit
or
the third floor of the Student Union. Call 277-3201 for more details
SPACE FOR THIS AO PAID FOR BY
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF SAN JOSE STATE
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Self serves station by resignation
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
For a year as Janet Gray Hayes’ vice mayor,
Councilman Jim Self did not rock the boat.
For seven years, he scratched by, making little
more than the $400 a month councilman’s salary.
Now he’s had enough of all that.
Self made waves when he announced last week that
he was perfectly willing to let the mayor use the letter
of resignation she asked him to write as the condition of
his receiving the vice mayor post last January. So
willing, in fact, that he put himself on the Dec. 18
agenda to ask the council to return him to regular
council member status.
Just a few weeks before, Self announced he would
not run again for re-election. His reason? It’s rough to
get by on $400 a month.
Although it’s clear by now he and the mayor aren’t
getting along, Self said the financial problems involved
in the job are still major factors in his decision not to
run again.
"I’ve lived with it for seven years and I’m not
willing to live with it anymore," he said.
"You get to the point where you feel a little bit
uncomfortable. It’s something you accept. I’m tired of
accepting it," he added.
It’s frustrating to sr.rape by when his friends are
relatively successful, he said.
"When my friends say ’We’re going to Aspen’ and I
have to make excuses that I have a meeting it gets a
little bit old," he said.
Self publicly announced his disillusionment with the
salary when he announced he wouldn’t be running
because he wanted to bring the problem to the public’s
attention.

In general his past seven years have brought both
"pain and pleasure," he said.
He also said, "I would do it all over again."
"There’s a lot of positive strokes in this position,"
he said, explaining he had gotten to do a lot of travelling
and met people he wouldn’t ordinarily meet; such as
presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford and Jimmy
Carter.
"I don’t go out having a drink with them but I have
met those three people and they know who I am," he
said.
Self was also considered by the White House staff
for a position on an urban transportation commission
He was not interested, however, in going to Washington.
But meanwhile, here in San Jose, "The council gets
bogged down in day-to-day detail and misses a lot of
the big picture," he said.
Before he made his decision to quit as vice mayor,
Self said a few weeks ago, "I’m compromised. Very
gets accomplished and I can’t be critical about it. I
didn’t run for mayor because I didn’t want to be
divisive.
"Now the city is beginning to unravel at the seams
through lack of leadership," he said.
Self said the recent confrontation by Chicanos from
the East Side who marched into City Hall demanding an
end to alleged police brutality points out the issue of the
’80s.
"They are an important part of our constituency.
But the city is lacking constructive methodology in
trying to develop a new methodology in dealing with
Chicano youth and white youth," he said.
Self said it’s a mistake for the city to try to deal
with the Chicano youth in the same way it deals with

Anglo youth.
"They need jobs, they need services." That is the
city’s obligation, he said.
Self predicted the population would continue to grow
"at a disproportionate rate to the housing in the future,
especially in the Chicano community.
"This has been a growth city," he pointed out.
The problems will increase because, despite the
growth of the city, the community is reducing the
amount of money available to local government, he
said.
While the middle class wants more services, the
Chicano community wants the very basic services, he
said. "The money is going to get siphoned off from the
middle class," he said.
Because the city has neglected streets, sewers and
storm drains, "particularly on the East Side," any
money available will have to go to capital improvements, and the middle class will not be tha
recipients, he said.
"That’s where the serious confrontation is going to
be in the mid-’80s," he predicted.
Part of Self’s dissent is based on his feeling the
mayor has bypassed significant issues, like the Eastside tensions.

Jim Self

When the group announced they were coming back
to this week’s council session, the mayor did not bother
to tell them the general plan hearings were scheduled,
and regular public hearings would not be held.
Self has stated that his disagreements with the
mayor "are not a personality issue," and he still says
"she’s a very nice lady."
But he still isn’t coming back.
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CLASSIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE
DINNER TUES-FRI
530-8.30
CLOSED SAT , SUN. and MON
10% off with this ad.

Councilman continues bloodline
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
Something
of a
reformer, and a great deal
the philosopher, San Jose
City Councilman Tom
McEnergy’s stage was set
years ago.
McEnery comes from
a line of reforming
politicians, starting with
his grandfather who won a
city council slate twice,
running on a Progressive
slate in 1914 and 1918,
ousting the old city bosses

discount stores.
McEnery and his
family own a portion of San
Pedro Square, which
contains,
"Restaurant
Row." There were no
restaurants there seven
years
ago,
McEnery
pointed out.
McEnery said he
doesn’t see himself as a
developer since he did not
attempt to maximize profit
in his downtown investment.

photos by Mike Gallegos

Tom McEnery
Had he put his inXvho ran San Jose at the
vestment into agricultural
time.
other land outside of town to be
McEnery’s
grandfather became the developed later, "Then I
city editor of the San Jose could have called myself a
developer," McEnery said.
Mercury News.
His concern was to see
His father was committee to the idea of that the tenants in the
making downtown San Jose downtown buildings were
interested in real imonce more a vital area.
This paternal influence provements of the area.
landlords
"Some
McEnery explained, was
his inspiration in his at- downtown think putting on
tempts to make San Pedro a coat of paint is a major
Square look more like Los capital expenditure," he
Gatos, instead of having said.
Being a downtown
lust another row of
Clip & Save This Ad

Free
Haircuts!
Your first Supercut haircut is on us -and we cut it
lust the way you want it we need models for our
training center in San Jose Just call 40E1-293 8132
for appointment Were located in the K -Mart
Center Southwest Expressway and
Fruitdale Avenue

property owner is consonant, rather than a
conflict of interest, with his
council position, McEnery
believes.
The District Three
councilman believes part
of the answer to downtown
problems is gaining
solvent
commercially
businesses and getting
back
into
the
residents
area.
McEnery defined past
redevelopment as "a fiasco
in its sum total" because
that redevelopment
replaced housing. The
result has been neither
more housing nor decent
redevelopment, McEnergy
said.
"We have historically
had housing for the low
income as well as sick,
poor and mentally disabled
people, he said. "That’s a
positive thing for the city to
point to."
McEnery said it is "a
cause of major distress" to
him that crime is on the
upswing in the downtown
area.
"We’ve created a large
victim class" around a
university with a lot of
female students, senior
citizens and board and care
residents, he said.
"People are paroled
out of the state prison
system into the downtown
area," he said.
McEnery said people
living downtown have been
greatly upset by the
prostitution racket working
near their homes, and said
he doesn’t consider
prostitution a victimless
crime. Prostitutes, too, are
victims, he said.
McEnery walked off
the floor of the council
chambers to avoid voting
on the prostitution proposal
drafted by councilman
Jerry Estruth a few weeks
ago.
That proposal provided
for various crack -downs in
the system through longer
jail sentences, generally
stiffer penalties and a
committee to study the

problem.
McEnery said he
refused to vote on the
proposal because "It was
creating
another
presidential blue chip donothing situation. I didn’t
want any part of making a
media side-show."
He considered the
proposal "a charade only
done to get publicity."
McEnery also said
judges are not taking the
prostitution business any
more seriously in the
courts. There are as many
suspended sentences as
before, he said.
Although he has
criticisms of the council,
McEnery said decisions
are being made in the interest of making San Jose a
better place. "We’re not a
Santa Clara that just builds
industrial parks," he said.
The previous council,
in the days of Joe Colla and
the
expansionist
philosophies
"was
a
disaster," he said. He
compared the previous
council’s accomplishments
to "Mussolini making the
trains run on time."
But, the previous
council did some good, he
insisted. "If you gave me a
little time, I’m sure I can
think of something," he
joked.
The current council
"has been disappointing in
a number of ways,"
McEnery said. "We
haven’t been able to give as
clear direction to our administration as I would like
to see."
Also,
personality
conflicts hurt the council’s
effectiveness he said.
"There’s a lot of differences that interfere with
good policy decision," he
said.
Such a situation occurred in relation to the
proposed hotel downtown.
San Francisco developer
Corwin Booth was contracted with the city to
build a big hotel downtown,
one
of the major
redevelopment projects.
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"The hotel was the key
to
getting
downtown
going," he said. But while
attorneys for Booth and the
city confer over whether or
not Booth will build, the
council had approved
another hotel near the
airport. That will hurt the
demand for the longawaited downtown hotel,
McEnery predicted.
McEnery looks at the
current council problems
somewhat philosophically.
"For any kind of
corruption to occur, the
level of tolerance has to be
high," he said.
What appear to be
incorrect actions on the
part of city officials were
not tolerated by some in
City Hall, he pointed out.
An attorney did not
discover this situation the
district attorney did not
originally want any part of
the alleged scandal, he
said.

McEnery said it is a
positive sign that people
are angry about the
scandal. "It’s damaging
when people take a neutral
stand."
"Isn’t it Dante who
said, ’The hottest flames in
hell are reserved for people
who took no stand on
things’?"
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SJSU area feared

ImageJjepels students
by Eric Hammond
The enrollment problem at
SJSU is the result of a complex set of
conditions that the administration
will find very difficult to control.
Urban blight, changing housing
patterns, transportation problems,
changing student major choices and
competition from other schools all
play a large part in the current
enrollment drop.
We haven’t overcome our
negative image yet," said Clyde
Brewer, admissions director.
When we make our high school
visits we are asked about the rapes
and campus safety."
The negative image of downtown San Jose is having a definite
impact on the enrollment of new
students. Admission statistics show
that 50 percent of the enrollment
drop is caused by new students who
did not come to SJSU in the numbers
expected. Statistics also show that
schools such as San Diego State
University, Chico State and
California State University at
Fresno, which have stable campus
communities surrounding them, are
not suffering serious declines.
It is obvious that many potential
students do not consider downtown
San Jose a place where they want to
spend four years of their lives.
The downtown location turns
some people off," Alfred Lara,
assistant director of admissions,
said. "If we put SJSU in the East San
Jose hills, we wouldn’t have a
problem."
Besides the negative publicity
over rapes and murders, potential
students are scared off by high
housing costs. There is space for
approximately 2,000 students in the
dorms. The remaining percentage of
the 23,000 students who commute
must live off-campus in apartments
or houses.
’Potential students say, ’If I can’t
get housing, I won’t go there,’" Lara
said.
The parking problem is also
driving many people away from
SJSU. Students who can not or do not
want to live in the campus area,
must drive long distances and pay
money for gas and parking. The lack

of good bus lines from places like
Fremont or Los Gatos limits the
distances from campus many
students can live.
The nature of the Santa Clara
County enrivonment may contribute
to a lack of interest in a four-year
college degree. "Anyone who wants
a good paying job can get one with a
two-year degree in this valley,"
Brewer said.
The many Hispanic people in the
local area are not sending a
proportionate number of students to
SJSU. Figures show that 12.9 percent of high school seniors are of

Analysis
Hispanic origin, but only 4.1 percent
of SJSU students are from this
group.
With enrollment decreasing
from traditional ( white, y( ung,
affluent ) sources, SJSU must recuirt
more students from such nontraditional sources as minority
displaced
communities,
homemakers, retired persons and
those who want to return to college
after a long absence.
It must be recognized that many
of the pressures that made a great
number of people want to go to
college in the late 1960s have been
removed. The fear of the draft was a
powerful incentive for many young
men to try to get student deferments.
In addition, the "New Frontier"
generation of the early 1960s has
been replaced by a generation that,
said Lara, "would rather go skiing
than plan for college."
Another factor in SJSU’s
enrollment decline is that the Bay
Area, which supplies 85 percent of
SJSU’s students, is saturated with
institutions of higher education.
There are at least 17 ot tnem witrun
100 miles of SJSU.
The potential student can go to
one of the 19 CSUC campuses, the
UC system, or one of the popular

too-year colleges such as Foothill or
De Anza. Two-year community
colleges give many people all the
college education they will ever
want or need.
This atmosphere of competition
makes the Bay Area higher
education scene a buyer’s market.
Any marks against an institution
can cause potential students to vote
with their feet.
In the scramble for students,
institutions of higher learning can
not afford to have a less than ideal
image with the potential student.
The image of SJSU among the public
is of vital importance to its future. In
the public relations war so far, SJSU
has met with defeat.
Compare the public images of
junior colleges such as Foothill and
De Anza with SJSU’s reputation.
Foothill has the reputation of being a
continuation of high school for the
graduating senior. It sits on a green
hill high above affluent LOs Altos,
the campus buildings look warm and
inviting. Foothill has the reputation
among potential students of being
able to qualify its students for high
paying jobs after only two years.
SJSU, however, has the
reputation in the media of being a
mecca for criminals and drunks,
with the violent crimes occurring at
other campuses often being
forgotten. The new student at SJSU
must also wait four years before
looking for a full-time job.
The price for a degree that SJSU
asks of its new students in terms of
time and commitment, is much
greater than a school such as
Foothill. On the other hand, the
rewards the new student can expect
in terms of job possibilities and
salary by choosing to go to SJSU
instead of ending their education at
Foothill, are not clear and obvious
enough to make economic sense to
many students.
If SJSU is to solve its enrollment
problem, it will have to start giving
potential students good reasons to
brave the hardships of the campus
environment. In the competitive
Bay Area educational environment,
no institution can afford to be
regarded as second best.

SJSU student drop atypical
by Sean Whaley
The enrollment decline SJSU is
experiencing does not appear to be a
symptom of a larger problem that
has hit all institutions of higher
learning.
SJSU dropped 801 full-time
equivalent students in the fall of
1979, compared with the fall of 1978.
From 1977 to 1978, SJSU
declined from 20,391 to 19,577 fulltime equivalent students, the second
largest drop in the system next to
California State University at Long
Beach.
The delcine in the last two years
has totaled 1,615 full-time equivalent
students, more than 8 percent of
SJSU’s 1977 peak enrollment.
According to a fact sheet supplied by the CSUC chancellor’s office I see graphic) only two other
campuses in the CSUC system
suffered significant drops in
enrollment from 1978 to 1979.
California State University at
Los Angeles had a 5.9 percent drop
in full-time equivalent students and
’alifornia State University at San

Bernardino had a 3.7 percent drop in
full-time equivalent students.
The other 16 campuses in the
CSUC system had either a negligible
drop in full-time equivalent
students, as was the case with
California State College at Bakersfield I a .4 percent drop: or exceeded the previous year’s number,
as was the case with San Diego State
University t a 6 percent increase).
The full-time equivalent equals
one student taking a total of 15 units.
The average unit load for a
student at SJSU is approximately 10
units, explaining why the total
number of students attending SJSU
is 25,822 and the full-time equivalent
is 18,776.
Even with the largest
enrollment increase of any CSUC
campus, San Diego State University’s academic senate anticipates
an enrollment drop in the near
future, according to an article in the
campus paper, the Daily Guardian.
The article explains that the
drop is expected to occur as a result
of a decline in the nationwide col-

lege-age population.
California’s 18- to 24-year-old
population is expected to drop about
15 percent between the mid-1980s
and the mid-1990s before turning
upward, according to a university
planning group appointed by UCBerkeley President David Saxon.
The Almanac also states that the
declining birth rates caused a drop
of 6.4 million children under 14 since
the start of the decade.
This decline is expected to hit
universities in the mid-1980s.
Private universities in the same
geographical area as SJSU do not
seem to be feeling the pinch of
declining enrollment either.
Stanford University, with a
tuition rate of $5,595 for three
quarters, has 138 more matriculated
students than the 11,727 enrolled the
previous year.
Santa Clara University, with a
tuition cost of $3,543 for three
quarters, also had an increase in
attendance, with a total enrollment
or 7,100 for the fall 1979 quarter, 41
more students this year than last.

1979 OPENING FALL ENROLLMENT

CAMPUS

Bakersfield

1979

Number of Persons

Full -Time Equivalent

Change from 1978

Change from 1978

NUMBER

PERCENT

FALL

979

NUMBER

PERCENT

2,329

-9

-0.4

12,227

+393

+3.3

3,089

-18

-0.6

13,552

+417

+3.2

7,200

+228

+3.3

5,015

+59

+1.2

Fi e

14,855

+138

+0.9

12,370

+133

+1.1

Chico
Dom inguef Hills

Fullerton

21,997

+536

+2.5

15,179

+429

+2.9

Hayward

10,556

+3

+0.0

7,883

+175

+2.3

Humblelt

7,339

+92

+1.3

6,807

+101

+1.5

Long Beach

30,793

-791

-2.5

21,536

- 312

-1.4

Los Angeles

22,682

-1,238

-5.2

14,555

-914

-5.9

Northridge

28,152

+283

+1.0

19,873

+294

+1.5

Pomona

14,896

+451

+3.1

12,318

+399

+3.3

Sacramento

21,222

+659

+3.2

16,521

+470

+2.9

4,227

-156

-3.6

3,112

-118

-3.7
+6.0

San Bernardino
San Diego

31,498

+1,187

+3.9

23,912

+1,345

San Francisco

23,719

-243

-1.0

17,429

-104

-0.6

San Jose

25,882

-1,137

-4.2

18,776

-801

-4.1

San Luis Obispo

15,884

+299

+1.9

14,716

+111

+0.8

Sonoma

5,505

-161

-2.8

4,230

-77

-1.8

Stanislaus

3,548

+242

+7.3

2,307

+86

+3.9

306,968

+793

+0.3

231,353

+1,656

+0.7

TOTAL

Enrollment

Students make recommendations

Departments heed requests
by Greg Grimes
The gap between student and
department influence in determining class scheduling at SJSU is
rapidly coming together for the first
time in recent history.
Because of the problem of
decreasing enrollment here, several
of the affected departments have
begun an unprecedented campaign
to attract more students from on and
off campus.
As a result, the departments
have initiated a variety of student
polls, researched student needs and
have generally placed more importance on student input in
departmental class scheduling than
ever before.
"We realized about a year ago
that we just weren’t getting enough
feedback from the students concerning our classes," said Terry
Christensen, assistant chairman of
the Political Science Department.
Christensen blamed the lack of
communication on the steadily
declining enrollment throughout his
department.
"We instituted a mail drive to all
of the students within our department, encouraging them to give us
feedback as well as communicate to
them about any changes in
scheduling," Christensen said. "It’s
really worked."
Because of overwhelming
student input, Christensen said the
department has changed the
requirements for a political science
minor from 21 to 18 units.
The Sociology Department
initiated a poll last semester in order
to determine what type of courses
students in the Sociology Department would like to see offered.
As a result, a new minor in
future studies has been developed
with the coordinated help of 11
departments.
"We had tremendous results
that indicated the need for a
program which prepared the
students for the future," Hodges
said. "That’s what the students
seem to want."
The Human Performance

Department also initiated two new
minors which are currently being
reviewed by the university
curriculum committee.
"We’ve prepared a program in
coaching and one in training so that
a wider variety of students might be
attracted to our overall program,"
said Dr. Clair Jennett, chairman of
the Human Performance Department.
"I feel assured that they will be
approved by the committee so that
we would be able to introduce them
in the fall," he said.
The Psychology Department is
planning to research students needs
inside the department and make
available those classes the students
feel are most popular.
"We’re not sure which classes
are the most popular," said John
Macrae, chairman of the
Psychology Department.
"We want to complete our
research as soon as possible, but it’s
just not that easy to do," Macrae
said. "I realize, though, that we

have to do something."
Mrs. Linda Mason, graduate
assistant for the Sociology Department, said the research arm of the
Sociology Department conducts a
poll every semester among a random sampling of the student and
faculty population to determine the
changing interests of those sampled.
"We try to determine the casual
factors of the declining enrollment
here," Mason said. "We then try to
make suggestions to the various
departments and make a report to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
concerning the students needs," she
said.
When asked about the increasing emphasis on student input
in determining class scheduling,
Mason said that she has seen almost
every department she encountered
in recent years change their attitude.
"The departments are looking
toward the students now for
suggestions," Mason said. "Finally,
the students are being heard."

FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT STUDENTS BY SCHOOL

FALL 1979

NUMBER

Applied Arts and Sciences

2406.3

-144.4

-5.66

Business

2520.0

-155.2

-5.82

Education

1098.9

-19.6

-1.75

Engineering

1462.9

+155.6

+11.90

Humanities/Arts

3843.3

-306.3

-738

Science

3134.1

-16.4

-0.52

Social Science

- 5.84

PERCENT

3890.9

-241.4

Social Work

205.3

-22.3

-9.80

New College

79.1

-44.9

-36.21

Library

74.1

-1.8

-2.37

Athletics

37.1

-7.5

-1652

18752.0

-804.6

-4.11

TOTAL

Quantity primary goal
SJSU plans
non-traditional
recruitment
by Eric Hammond
The SJSU enrollment problem
will be eased in the future by increased recruitment of nontraditional students and the improvement of the campus’s
surrounding environment, according to several SJSU administrators.
"The chancellor’s office has
said that the traditional sources of
students for this system - the young,
white affluent students - are going
to provide a decreased number of
students for the CSUC system, "said
Alfred Lara, assistant director of
admissions.
Therefore, SJSU must recruit a
greater number of non-traditional
students to increase the enrollment,
he said. Such sources as the
Hispanic community, retired persons who want to return to college
and homemakers who also want to
return to college will fill part of the
gap left by the declining numbers of
high school students, Lara said.
The SJSU Relations With
Schools office runs a project called
PREP, designed to encourage
minority high school students to go
on to college.
Figures show that in 1977 there
were 3,000 Hispanic high school
seniors in Santa Clara County, !Ara

said.
Of these, 51 percent went on to
some form of college. "Most of the
Hispanics went to San Jose City
College or Evergreen. However,
figures show that 80 to 90 percent of
Hispanic students never leave
community college; they either drop
out or don’t go on to a four-year
institution," Lara said.
It is difficult to convince
Hispanic youngsters that a four-year
college is for them, Lara said. "I see
a responsibility lacking in high
school students today. Many of the
students we council are amazed
when we tell them they should be
doing six hours of homework every
night.
The PREP project tries to
counsel minority youngsters by
identifying and motivating
promising students.
"We hope to generate 400
minority freshmen at SJSU next
year," project coordinator Roberto
Chavez said.
involve
projects
Other
recruiting senior citizens to go to
SJSU without fees and attracting
homemakers who want to move into
a profession, Lara said. There are 65
senior citizens attending SJSU as
part of the over-60 program.
A big problem in attracting nontraditional students is the lack of
student housing close to the campus,
Lara said. Community Relations
Director Ernest Lopez said, "If I
could have a Christmas stocking
present, I would wish for all the
structures near the campus now
used for board and care homes, Job
Corps and halfway houses to be
made available for student

housing."
The bad press that SJSU has had
in the recent rape and murder crisis
has had some impact on
enrollments, Lopez said. "It is the
duty of this office not to suppress
news," he said. But "we will also
publicize the positive steps the
campus has taken to reduce rapes.
We will also publicize the
achievements of our faculty and
students when they do exceedingly
well."
The expansion of Spartan
Stadium is an example of the
community and campus working on
a project of benefit to them both, he
said. "A school that has a successful
athletic program develops an image
as a ’winner institution.’ USC is an
example of this principle."
Lopez sees the building of a
strong sense of campus community
is vital to attracting students to
SJSU. A strong sports program is
one of the few things that can build a
sense of community on a commuter
campus, he said.
It is vital that the campus and
city work together to improve the
community atmosphere, Lopez said.
"We want very much to cooperate
with the city on issues such as
parking, but both entities are
restricted by other forces, the city
has pressures on it from other
constituencies."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
has recently been quoted as saying,
"SJSU has a lousy self-image." She
suggested a renewed athletic
program, citing the way other
schools are tied together with their
surrounding communities by a
winning team.
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Suspensions lead to Oregon nightmare
,isrlkzem. Consecutive hoop defeats stagger women
What looked like it
might be a promising and
successful road trip to
Oregon quickly fizzled
bleakly in disappointment
as the SJSU women’s
basketball team staggered
home this weekend with
two losses and two
suspensions.
Riding atop a crest of
success and emotion after
its big win over University
of Southern California last

week, SJSU travelled to
Oregon to face two tough
but surely not overwhelming opponents in
Oregon State and Oregon.
Things began to sour
almost immediately for the
Spartans, however, as Teri
Swarbrick and Denise
Burtis were suspended
from the team for
"training
violations"
according to coach Sharon
Chatman. SJSU was then

smashed by Oregon 93-77
and nipped by Oregon State
74-72.
Swarbrick was starting
forward for the Spartans
and Burtis a valuable
guard coming off the
bench. Both’s future with
SJSU is still uncertain
however, as Chatman said
she has not as yet decided
the term of the suspension.
Without the services of
Swarbrick and Burtis SJSU

Luther named MVP

photo by Diana Valiant:,

The suspension of Teri Swarbrick (above) and Denise Burtis was just part of
weekend in Oregon for the SJSU women’s basketball squad.

a nightmarish

After rewriting a large
part of the SJSU record
book quarterback Ed
Luther was named the
Spartan Daily’s most
valuable football player.
In his three-year
career as the Spartans’
starting quarterback
Luther finished up this
year laying claim to nearly
every passing and total
offense record in SJSU
history.
This year’s efforts by
the 6-3 senior from La
Mirada led the Spartans to
a 6-4-1 season and a share
of the PCAA title for the
second consecutive year.
Besides his SJSU
records this year, Luther
wound up finishing second
in the nation in total offense
and 12th in the NCAA’s
complicated passing efficiency list.
Luther’s true standings
among the nation’s passers
might better be indicated
by the fact that SJSU’s
passing offense ranked
second in the nation,
trailing only Brigham
Young, led by All American Marc Wilson.
These
impressive
statistics earned Luther

National champ’s experience
beats women gymnasts
Giving way in experience and in depth,
SJSU women’s gymnastic
team dropped its home
opener to defending
national
champion
Fullerton State, 137.15-125.
Despite the loss the
young Spartans - only two
seniors are on the squad showed some potential,
staying even with the
Titans in the vault and floor
excercise. SJSU’s youth
showed through, however,
in the "experience" events,
the uneven bars and the
balance beams.
"Those are the events
you have to spend the most
time on," coach Lyn Cross
said. "It requires great
maturity for the concentration that these two
events take."
Surprisingly enough it
was the youngest Spartan
that led SJSU in the uneven
bars. Barbara Talerico, a
freshman recruit from
lew Jersey, scored an
..inexpected team high 8.45
on the uneven bars.
"I wasn’t expecting
that good a performance
from her this early," Cross
said. "She still has a lot to
learn."
Not quite as surprising

WANTED:
Beginning & experienced Sailors
to race in intercollegiate corn petition, f 18,
Laser classes.
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was the work of SJSU’s
relatively veteran gymnasts Terry Sanford and
Paulette Bugbee. Although
both only sophomores they
were both solid performers
last year and are depended
on to provide maturity by
Cross.
Sanford led the team in
vaulting with an 8.5, floor
exercise with 8.25, and allaround with 31.65.
Conversely Bugbee led
the team in the balance
beam with a 7.85 and was

second in all-around at
30.95.
Probably the most
improved Spartan performance came from
Cathy Lefferts. Lefferts, a
junior, hit a lifetime best in
the vault with a 8.15.
Lefferts destroyed her
previous personal best of
7.45 in the event.
"She’s come a long
way from last year," Cross
said. "Its a great mark for
her considering this was
the year’s first match."

Senior Susanne Smith
also came up with a
lifetime best of 8.05 in the
uneven bars.
The Spartans now have
a considerable time off as
they must wait over a
month before they take on
Colorado State and Arizona
State in Tempe.

entered their first game
with Oregon in a partial
state of disarray.
"It’s just like an injury," assistant coach
said.
LeWinter
Judy
"Anytime you’re missing
somebody, somebody has
to pick up the slack."
Apparently no one
picked up enough slack, as
the Ducks pounded the
Spartans.
To add insult to injury,
Oregon did it in the last
way anybody would expect
by running against the
quick Spartans.
"They outran us and
they outshot us," LeWinter
said.’
That is a pretty
shocking fact, considering
there are only a select few
powerhouses in the nation
which can do both against
the Spartans.
Things didn’t get much
better in Corvalis for the
sputtering Spartans as they
were edged by Oregon
State.
The Beavers, looking
for their first victory at
home, played an inspired
game, shooting far better

from the outside than
anyone had expected.
Although SJSU kept
pace with the Beavers
torrid shooting the Spartans failed to generate a
consistent running game,
something they sorely
needed.
"I don’t think Oregon
or Oregon State saw the
real SJSU," LeWinter said.
"We just never really got it
going up there."
SJSU clearly lacked a
balance in scoring and
defensive expertise they
had previously possessed.
Elinor Banks and Karen
Mason were both given
heavy scoring responsibilities firing in 22 and 20
points and 24 and 19
respectively.
On defense the Spartans front Line appeared
clearly overmatched as
Oregon forward Julie
Cushing fired in 36 and
Oregon State center Carol
Menken bagged 35.
"Hopefully we all
learned a lot about ourselves," LeWinter said.
"We have a lot of pride
though, and we’ll be back."
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IMPORTED CAR PARTS
Intersection of
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Students stop by and
pick up 15% discount card

Plenty of Free Customer Parking
STUDENTS’ RIGHTS.. A PUBLIC FORUM WILL DISCUSS THEO’
The Associated Students of San Jose Slate left perhaps the most controversial issue of its series
of public address forums until the last week of the semester.
The topic will be Student Rights. It will be held on the upper pad of the Student Union, noon to
2:00 p.m. on December 12. Come and hear lour speakers discuss the topic which is at the very
core of why A.S. is in business. Hear:
jet? Lewis, attorney, on the law and you
Don Dushane, University administration, on SJSU and you
Russ Lansford, SJSU Police, on law enforcement and you
Barbara Bannan, representing you as a student
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You are invited to bring your questions and take part in the discussion
Mark December 12 on your calendar, Find out once and for all where you stand as a student at
San Jose Slate.
SPACE FOR THIS AD PAID FOR BY
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF SAN JOSE STATE
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now
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35 S. 4th St.

"It’s not that much
time considering all the
practice time lost with
Christmas and New
Years," Cross said.

998-5060
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BLOW & GO CUT
with this ad. Have your hair
cut to stay in place during the
winter months

’ECONOMY
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Mr. Wilfred thanks you for making
us SJSU’s leading hair style shop.

player of the year honors in
the PCAA, first team All’
PCAA and honorable
mention on the AP AllAmerica roster.
Luther finished the
year with 241 completions
in 415 attempts and only 14 i
interceptions. The senior’
signal caller accounted for
3,049 yards through the air
and 20 touchdowns.
In all, Luther passed
for over 7,000 yards in his
career at SJSU and 47
statistics
touchdowns,
enough to impress any pro
scout.
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National title fight
highlights Bowl season
Christmas always comes early. and
late, for college football fans, in the form
of post-season bowl extravaganzas.
The peak season starts Saturday with
two of the -lesser" bowls, the Garden
State and the Independence, and will
climax New Year’s Day when at least)
one of four teams will lay claim to the 1979
national championship.
In case you miss any of the goodies, or
more likely end up feeling so bad New
Year’s morning that you don’t really want
to watch football, here’s a good bet as to
what’s going to happen.
Alabama’s Crimson Tide could all but
nail down the mythical national championship by beating Arkansas in the Sugar
Bowl Jan. 1. After all, Bear Bryant’s boys
have been ranked No. 1 for most of the
season, but the feeling here is the Tide will
see its dreams go down the drain at the
hands of the Razorbacks.

Spartan wrestlers grab top honors

champion should be a dandy nevertheless.
Nebraska and Houston will square off in
the Cotton Bowl, and this tussle rates
almost even. Go with experience, tradition
and the Cornhuskers.
For the record, here’s what should
happen in the other contests:
California will be making its first bowl
appearance in two decades in the Garden
State Bowl, but it will be an unhappy one
for the Golden boys. A combination of a
good Temple team, cold weather and
unfriendly surroundings in East
Rutherford, N.J. will do the Bears in.
The Independence Bowl matches
undefeated MeNeese State against
Syracuse.
No, McNeese State isn’t a joke; there
really is such a school, in Lake Charles,
La. The Cowboys will be playing in their
own backyard, in Shreveport, and should
overcome Syracuse.

sports editor
clan %mod

Lou Holtz’ Hogs are not without a
history of upsets, having stunned
Oklahoma two years ago in the Orange
Bowl, and would themselves be a prime
national title contender had not they been
the victims of a Houston upset.
Assuming Alabama does indeed drop
the Sugar Bowl, the national championship
will be decided in Pasadena’s Rose Bowl.
USC and Ohio State are probably the best
two teams in the nation, so it is only fitting
that they should do battle in the "grandaddy of them all."
Earle Bruce had done what probably
seemed impossible before the season
takeover for Woody Hayes and guide the
Buckeyes to an unbeaten campaign. And
of course the Trojans’ only blemish is a
mid-season tie with Stanford.
Given the recent history of Pac-10
dominance and the edge in experience that
goes to USC, even withstanding Ohio
State’s balanced offense and Art Schlicter,
Troy and Heisman Trophy winner Charles
White should emerge with Rose Bowl and
national championship honors.
Surprising Florida State could have
something to say about that, should FSU
beat Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl, but
that isn’t in this crystal ball.
The Seminoles are undefeated, but
they haven’t run up against anyone like the
Sooners. If Oklahoma plays anything like
it did in the win over arch-rival Nebraska,
FSU won’t even be close.
The one game on Jan. 1 that won’t
have anything to say about a national

Another undefeated team, Brigham
Young, will highlight San Diego’s Holiday
Bowl, the Cougars will go up against Indiana, and anyone who saw BYU quarterback Marc Wilson’s performance
against San Diego State won’t bet against
the Cougars.
Probably the worst team in Joe
Paterno’s era at Penn State will be in the
Liberty Bowl, against Tulane. The Nittany
Lions struggled to a 7-4 record this year,
and Tulane’s Green Wave will bury Penn
State.
Texas missed out on the Sugar Bowl
assignment by being upset by Texas A&M
the last day of the season. That doesn’t
bode well for Washington in the Sun Bowl.
The biggest mismatch of the bowl
campaign will take place in the Fiesta
Bowl. A good young Pittsburgh team will
be too much for Arizona. The only reason
the Wildcats are there in the first place is
because the bowl committee wanted a
hometown team.
Michigan will meet North Carolina in
the Gator Bowl, and even though this
Michigan team isn’t up to usual standards,
Bo Schembechler’s Wolverines will
prevail.
Again, the Atlantic Coast Conference
will come out on the short end of the stick
in the Peach Bowl, where Clemson will be
unable to handle Baylor, and last but not
least, Mark Herrmann and the Purdue
Boiletmakers will top Tennessee in the
Bluebonnet Bowl. The Volunteers aren’t
up tt, iisual par either.

NASL bypasses SJSU;
Quakes tab offensive help
After last year’s North
American Soccer League
draft, in which five SJSU
players were selected by
NASL clubs, it appeared as
though the school’s
program was a stepping
stone into the pros.
Yesterday,
that
stepping stone unexplainedly turned into
quicksand as the league s
24 teams passed up eligible
Spartans in its four-round,
1980 player draft.
The San Jose Earthquakes, who are awaiting
league approval for a
change in ownership from
a group headed by Tony
Kovac to local advertising

executive Joel Chasen,
opted for defensive help
with its three draft picks.
The Quakes tabbed
Mike Hunter, a defender
from
Santa
Clara
University, as its first
selection in the second
round. Hunter played for
the Quakes’ new head

coach, Laurie Calloway,
when Calloway worked on
the Bronco’s staff last
season.
The Quakes’ second
selection, which also came
in the second round, was
Casey Roberts, a goalie
from Westmont College in
Santa Barbara.

For the second time in
as many weeks, the SJSU
wrestling team was involved in tournament play.
And for the second time in
as many weeks, they won.
Last week, hosting the
Mumby Invitational, the
Spartans took first place by
22 points.
This weekend, visiting
the University of Utah for
the Beehive tournament,
SJSU captured first place
again with an 84 1/2 point
total, with Utah a distant
second at 593/4 points, and
Brigham Young University
following in third with 53
3/4.
The Spartans impresive performance was
due largely to their consistency in each weight
division, according to
wrestling coach T.J. Kerr.
SJSU placed fourth or
better in every division and
won three divisions; 158’s,
177’s and 190’s.
"We had a more solid
team effort than anybody
else there," Kerr said. "Wc
looked a lot better than we
did Wednesday night
when the Spartans snuck
by San Francisco State 2017)."
One of the top performances last weekend
turned in by a Spartan was
that of 177-pound Dave
Brouhard.
Brouhard, who came in
second in the Mumby Invitational,
decisioned
BYU’s Mark Curtiss 22-8,
to take first place in his
division.
"Brouhard
looked
really good," Kerr said.
"After the tournament
some referee’s came up to
me and said ’you have one
tough ’77 pounder there.’
"His loss at the Mumby
helped him," Kerr added.
"Now he doesn’t overlook
anybody."
Along with Brouhard,
Reggie Thompson and Ken
Klein also captured top .
individual honors in their
divisions.
In a close match, according to Kerr, Thompson
decisioned Lanny Paulson
of Utah 8-5, taking the 158
pound division.
In 190’s, Ken Klein
decisioned BYU’s Jeff
Needs 16-4 for a first-place
finish. Klein also took first
in the Mumby Invitational.
"Klein looked good,"
Kerr commented. "He
doesn’t look awesome like
Brouhard. He has a different style, but he won."
In the 118 -pound
division, Wayne Jones
dropped a 22-8 decision to
Utah State’s Tracy Moore,
thus finishing second.
In 126’s, Eddie Baza
took third with a 14-2
decision over Steve Perea
of Weber State.
"Baza lost a close one
earlier," Kerr said. "But
he’s coming on, he’s
thinking all the time

photo by Joan Wynn

Ken Klein, 190 -pound division winner in the SJSU Mumby Invitational and the Utah Beehive Tour
nament, pins an opponent earlier this season.
John Mittlestead, who
did not place in the top six
in the Mumby Invitational
came back strong in Utah,
taking second place in the
134-pound division.
"Mittlestead looked
much better," Kerr said.
"He was a little anxious,
but he’s coming along, he
just needs more experience."
In 142’s, 150’s and I67’s,
SJSU’s Dennis McDowell,
Doug Stewart and Randy
Davis all finished in fourth
place in their respective
divisions.
Then, in heavyweights,

Casey Gulliford took third
place, winning his match
with Southern Utah State’s
Keith Seales by default.
"It was a good experience and good to place
every
somebody
in
division," Kerr said. "The
some
gave
altitude
wrestlers some trouble, but
mostly the guys who
weren’t in superior shape."
The Spartans are now
7-0 in dual meets and have
won two tournaments. This
success has not been
because of one wrestler,
but because of a team
effort.

lair conditioned
championship courts
Shower and locker
facilities
Pro shop
Rental equipment
* Lessons available

"We don’t have an
unbeaten stud," Kerr said,
"but we have a strong team
attack."
While the starting
lineup was winning the
Beehive tournament in
Utah, the rest of the team
traveled to Chico to take
part in the Doc Peterson
Open Tournament last
weekend.
As a team the Spartans
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While you’re planning what academic classes to take
Spring Semester, why not also think about what Leisure
classes you’re going to take?
Associated students Leisure Services is offering classes
such as Sandal Making, Self-Hypnosis, Women’s SelfDefense and Wine Tasting for minimum costs and maximum
fun.
Most classes will begin in February and run four to six
weeks.
The Associated Students Leisure Services calendar,
containing a full list of classes offered, will 1)e distributed
around campus at the beginning of the Spring Semester.
Pick one up and plan your leisure schedule FOR THE
LEISURE TIME OF Y9UR LIFE.
The Le.sure Services office is located in the Student
Programs and Services Office (Old Cafeteria Building on 7th
Street). Leisure Services is open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.;
Phone number: 277-2972. Stop by or call if you have any
questions.
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finished fifth, with Vic
Rendon raking first place
in the 167 -pound division
and David Barnes finishing
fourth in 134’s.
Tomorrow night’s
meet with the University of
Nevada -Las Vegas has
been cancelled.
The Spartans next
meet will now be 7:30 p.m.,
Dec. 18, when they host
Michigan State.
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books

710th and Wm sfs I Mon Fri ,
6. Sat , 9 5, Sun. 11,5. 2 bloCks
from campus. Call 397-1613
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new

To the lovely ladles of Moulder
second floor. Roses are
red, violets are blue, but nothing
ts as lovely as you S $

RATES

J

a

Hall,

p

Two

of

Good pay for only a
few mutates each day over
period of approx I mo begin
ning Jan 1980 Call 175 9169, 4 7
pm daily for more informaloon.
treatment

available
Apt
Close to campus S250
come to
$903
or
lorry lease 295
635S 11th St No 1
FURNISHED

Print

Coy

277-3175

A ,,,,, noir gown!,

Ti

Help Wanted

E:

Auli ,,,,,, live

T1

lost inod I moon

0

f or Sale

n

Personas

C

%Phone

Palne

Address

Semester Aare Pall nsues, 530 00

ii
IN

or

ladies of Mouldr
LOVELY
Hall. Second Floor I love you

Estate

Check a Classthr anon

stage

wolh the cash from selling book,
at the Spartan Bookstore Dec
1121 60 percent for books used

WOULD like to find a female
companton to live with a Ilan
docapped man Free rent Call

Wane," Three Ideas One 0.3

II

lowest prices Nearly 300 brands
coon
Of
compacts,
stereo
and
pro
esoteric
portents,
equipment for the car, some,

all. S

NEEDED at Oak
Grove High Schoi on basketball.
track, badminton and softball
You need not be a P E maior

exp

IBM Correclove Select.,

FAST. ElliCient Typing Term
Papers, Resumes, Theses, etc.
Call 251 1068. 9 am to 9 pm

you all the way. Gaudearnos.
B,B.B,S, and fellow T., Delf,

Equal Opportunity Employer

able

Janet at 217 9525

Stereo

TERPRISES HAS IT.

times over the year Love, BOB

PROF
curate.

Approved
by
Graduate Department
SJSU
South San
IBM Selectroc II
Jose, Blossom Valley area Cal

next semester

San
14750 Clayton Rd
Jose Call 258 1276 after 4 p In

Blossom Moll area Call
Kathie at 578 1216 from 9. m. to
p m
work

dosserta lions

DAVE. Molly, Torn and Chuck
Congrals on your College Bowl
voctory o On to LB We’re with

Only.
needed

arte addortoreal keep Adel

MA 111

$IO

MARY

COTTAGE
Single gorl
Clean for 1 1/2 hrs Car

TYPING IBM Corr Selectroc
Reports, term papers, theses,
dossertatoons, letters, fecchnica I
typong, etc Familiarity wolls all
formals 20 years exp Quality

and

Flute

Call 26/ 5946
Recorder Lessons.

LP’s woth any system Tapes
and access your at cost with
$100 or more purchase Before
you buy elsewhere. thefk the
low AE price cal 255 5550 any

For office lobs
call Mrs Richards at 296 7395
For stock lobs call Mr Ted 113
Russell’s Furniture, An
9043

II

musoc

guolar

CHARLIE Have a happy 02nd
birthday 1 love you Lucy

Chrostmas work

00e

Wedding

distributors to you on 6 to 18
days optoonal 5 yr parts and

Heti.", anniversary and Hal "
Birthday Thanks for the great

II

iiII IIiiiIII

is

FREE

r-

III

II

Santa

CA 9500$

Some

49 Vessel
50 Chattel, to
friends
51 Disburden
52 Place for an
edifice
54 Neophyte
55 Majestic
56 Emit smoke
59 tipper layer of
gra sy land

secret

mod winter break Apply now for
earliest consideratoon and pre

COACHES

Theses,

typing

PROFES,ONAL

loolong alter you Have a great
week Can you guess who i am?

ROOM for rent in a family
Call 179 1387 pups, or
home
wrote PD Box 1391, Campbell,

WE have office and stock room
oohs (lull or part time, durong

Infer tlenorninato

anal 923 4721

labor

housing

,W71 Lox Aeries Macs 5).011.14

ACROSS
Greek letters
Part ot a place
setting
Statesman front
Israel
River into the
Arctic Ocean
Approach perfer
tion
Elegance: Fr.
Phrase of advice
Ill the over

your

class of any league

HIRING for coctails. cashier.
hostess Full or part Call 969
4373 Monterey Whaling Co

Rev G Key
ceremonies

defective

and

or 996 6089

TECHNICAL

GOOD typist

Harmony Center
Beautiful, lastelul

WEDDINGS

TER PRISES. SJSU’s complete
consumer electronics
bUyong
service with the widest selection
of the highest lodelity, ol the

3 days per

10 IS hrs

and hostory)

I AM a warm, sensilove, han
decapped man with a speech
defect I would like to share my

TO M.e the Poke. Ilig Mac, and

sett

Send
addressed envelope for details
Da is Enterprises, Box 1122 CC.

Lat.,

sessions

MISERLY music lovers max
monimoze
mire
money
and
Middlemen with AUDIO EN

all the Poke Pledges Good luck
clunng "I’ week Diane

TIME female Attend
Must have can Pay $3 SO

Per hr Flexible hrs
wk Call 789 1996

8646

Pal

CRIS,
PART

tar weddings.
MUSIC
Parties, receptions Call vocalist
guitarist Skip Garc. at 297

West

295 5141 between 6 30 and 11
a m or 1 to 5p m 690N sthSt

Care

stamped,

in

298 7306

manager

people to work You need yr.,
Own
transportalton and you

anniversary

thoughts and my feelings with a
woman companion. Please call

Restaurants
HAPPI
HOUSE
Inc is expanding and needs new
employees Posotoons open Inc

ASSOCIATION 377 1215

30

U S
Pat, by Stanford Unit,
secretary in my S J home Call
Pal al 497 3311 days, or 791 1131

BERKELEY

JUDY Your a hot pledge mom
Take care of Jose . Love In
your Pledge Daughter,
L S P

drovers needed for transport of
autos to/from car dealers on San
Jose area Flex hrs avail Start

hours per week, 53 50 $4 00 an
hour
(Work
Study I
Also

MI
II

P

Prolessional

female

tome

177

21111

Group
MO
HAPPY

part

Old

program
SJSU
I ree
Call
Cafeteria Building

YOur little sosters

CAB DRIVERS NEEDED Full
time and part time drivers

We offer pay plus
ex peroerxe
Head

ternships avaolable in 52 degree
areas Register now SCALE ’s a

at the Spartan Bookstore

to
the
CONGRATULATIONS
fall to pledge class of Sigma
Alpha Mu Lots ofluck and love.

needed. 25 years of age or older
with good droving record Male

STUDENTS

your career aspirations and gain
In
awai eness
cominunity

Books used next
12 21
DEC
semester bought tor 60 percent

Baywood Ave

San Jose Call 747 7486

your

aPPlotents over 19
Part tome employment Naval
Reserve Call Floyd at 996 8053

10 Heroine of
Camelot days
II Trees
12 Spindle
13 Obligation
18 Deplete
22 Signals to begin
24 he of a sort
26 Thong
27 Banquo’s title
28 Aquiline features
29 Comes close
31 Vertical
32 Showy
35 Wood nymph
38 Fix It man
39 Jokester
41 Ride to the
hounds
42 Inclusive
44 Divulge secrets
46 Eerie and then

335 5

removed
con

experience

Homemakers Call 198 1344

West
Valley
Gymnastics School at 3/4 8692.

Specialist

fidential

Contact

Irvine,

Bruce

hair

UNWANTED

work

Try gettong a
lob wothouf Ito SCALE offers one
to three units, lob experience
and valuable contacts Explore

campus Call 286 1840

IMMEDIATE openings in your
area
helping
elderly
and

for

coach

send
sthand For information
12t0 Peace Inc
PD Box 21/49,
Denver CO 6022/ Deadline Jan
12051 W
31, 1980 PEACE INC

Itredentoals
education
Vin
programs) Mrs Lona C
Cent, MA (Latin), BA In Italy)
Near
Certified
Semi relored,

PERMANENT halo removal bY
FAY Call 861 7511, Mon and

personnel,
New
Call

wages
Horozons at 144 5552

typing
Selectrx

Call Shorley al 155 0540

eves

LIVE with a lamoly in England
E.
for S99 95, summer 1980
perienSe English Culture lor

Italoan (plus If

RN’s,
Clerical

disabled

Male

understood
elegant
and
bY
Fines?
the
For
ever yOne.
Wedding Photography, call John

TUTORIAL

Personals

0400

gymnastics.

Wedding
LOOKING
for
a
Photographers Images by John
are expresso., 01 lOve soft

used next semester

NEEDED Nursing and clerical
personnel Flexoble hours, good
Pay Aides. orderloes, SS 25/1,
L V.N.’s,

TYPING
INTELLIGENT
Connie and Gary 91/ OM lam
to Pm
PROFESSIONAL
kinds IBM Corr

LIVE
Money at the Spartan
Bookstore by ,e1Ing used books
Dec 11 71 60 percent for books
FOUND

No

CRUISEWOR LD.
Box
60129
Santo , CA 95860 2535 Watt Ave

Won’t
students
for
interfere with classes Previous
sales experience helpful, but not
necessary We train Call 866

women’s

Tan

and

Perfect

WANTED

Mb r breed puppy

FOUND

experience Good pay. Europe!
Australia! So, Amer
World!
Send $495 for APPLICATION,
INFO
REFERRALS
to

PART TIME work for students.

earn

marroed near campus by Rev
Don. B S DO Cali 998 0149

EXPERIENCE

Athletic

LOST

qualified

Nickname for a
tough kid
Held in
Vestry
Zola heroine
Dismiss
Certain terriers
bonnet
A great number
Braille feature
Island republic:
Abbr.
Bar legally
Pennsylvania
port
Introduce, as a
question
Like an oboe in
tone
Basalt

used next
SPARTAN

Lost & Found

MEN. WOMEN.

Art West Studios, P0, Box 1939,
Los Gatos, CA 95030, or call 310

ATTENTION

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

books

BOOKSTORE

Full/pt

JOBS.
CRUISESHIPS! YACHTS!

Vancouver, WA 96661

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

for

semester

Set your own hours

GOOD $

Fukuoka, Japan

BET TER
GAS pottery koln. Sla ked ring
Gone ID. 8 Cu -Shelve, etc
Good cond Call Jan at 3/7 0494,

percent

0469 from 1 6 p.m.

8281

your

HOLIDAY

Contact

11F,

Bldg

blood lest No waolong period Be

at 448 2388

ATTEND CARE for man Part
time, 10 to noon Wm- Call 292

experience

some

children

teaching
Mr Ichtro

needed

Vivitar 85 205 close locus
200M lens, Nikon mount, $200
All for sale or $400 Call 27/

Good

calendar now and
look for mole info; mat.oll at the
spring
the
ol
beg trifling
Mark

with

teach,

II

Absolutely

IF YOUR living Space is a bit
Cramped, crate more room bi
selltng those unwanted books 60

lime Will train Call E Gadd at
219 3074 or 193 5318 for info

necessary

Ste

Immediat occupancy
Rent negotiable Call 711 4087

responsibtle person

TYPIST for law firm

personality.
good
willong to stay 7 years 51,100 to
Prefer
month
per
$1.500
married couples, both able to

hours.

NIKKORMAT FT1 (body only’
Owens automatic wide
5I90
angle lens with Nikon Al mount.

FREE ESTIMATE

home Quiet neighborhood Bus
line FiVe rmnutes drove Irorn

over

Durnbarlen, Morrison, CO 80465

25

8415 eves

576 9000

Vineyards and
Napa
Nov 16, a trip to Point Reyes
Into
call Greg at
Any Ewes or
Valley’s

Language Institute in Japan
photo
and
resume
U.S
College
Requireme ts

various

DRAFTING table, wood, board.
74"x16" with new vinyl drawing
surface Ado heoght, $45 Pocket,
acryl and wood Tsq.. 69 Call 29/

CUSTOMIZING.
MOOn
roofs,
pop
tops,
paint,
body
and
mechanical repair
CHUCK’S
AUTO SERVICE CENTER. 1021

STUDENT ,F ACUL Y to rent
big site room with bath and
other provoleges on a luxuroous

Send

week,

3581

I/O

pr.

from SJSU, near bus.
Prefer RESP
male
Lucky’s
student Call 197 709

to open and close and clean
launderette at 419 5 10th St 5260
per mo Call 1151 8551 for more

per

Storage
Fenced
PARKING
Convenrent to SJSU.
and lit
SIS/mo 620 5 3rd St Call 279

ad

SJSU
S$err, a Club meeting every Toes
ill
the
SO
night at
1 30
Here are
Guadalupe Room
some coming attractions. On

ventures?

TEACHERS Needed 141 as soon
possible to teach English
at
Ca lolornia
conversation

as

s8.50/hr

COnVerhenCe.

nyoaks Ave , Campbell Call 318
0690

INTERESTED

WANTED

We have a few positions open for
responsible people mho want to

253 3277
to review your onsurance needs
at the time and place of your

w/k

block

PERSON needed to help carry
my
to
books
the
Spartan
Bookstore to seel them for 60
percent. Dec 12 21

you with all your insurance
needs? I would enooy helping
you protect the good things you
have worked hard lor woth a
car, homeowners,
health Insurance

ern

campus

Work week
PART lime a m
days or weekends in Los Gatos
One disabled graduate student
14/hr Call 356 3116. in a m

today. Legal of both
and loving together
No
conlodenloal

MARRY
PRIVATE

705 5896

MORT STAR

recaps, and Mud and Snow,
$1599 Eon used lire, fa THE
TIRE MARKET. (Doscount Tire
Sun
Warehouse).
Dell and

Call John
at 448 2366

53 60. alter 4 mos
$4 Moleae
reimburs , other benefits Will
train Call 144 55/5

ALL AMERICAN COPY INC.
No exp. requored Part or full
407 E.Santa Clara St.
tome
(between 9th and 10th Os)

I would also enioy the
of providong you
with dependable protection and
prompt personal service. For
more info please call.

133 series small

Sports, a new sports newspaper
high schools
cavern’s Calif
Contact editor Mark Tennis at

DEAR STUDENTS, faculty and
need
you
When
employees
insurance, isn’t It ince to know
there os someone who can help

pokey

Lae, orne Guarantee 63 seroes
large, $1299 Radial, 70 serles

WORK w/develop disabled I to
I on homes Flex hrs Possible
credo’
Car necessary
Start

089/

opportunity

support us Voluntee, welcome

NEEDED Two reporters, one
one
and
photographer
marketing assistant Or Cal Hi

6275

Slate Farm
life and/Or

Automotive

Wee atlas, Iron)
Spartan
Stadourn on the corner 01 S 7th
Brong your
and Humbolf fits
recyclables and come out and

hodeatieds,

0436.

FRIDAY
GENTLE
A
EVENING, xiin Roe and 1.ends
Inc massage and hot tub on 1st

Gardens

dtnettes,

coffee and end tables, lamps,
rugs, dressers, desks, beds and
misc. Cash and carry. Call 295

FOR

293 3663

Help Wanted

Set.% ices

days (I S)

dishwasher
WAIT RE SS, ER,
Euplop. Crepe Cale is hirong tor
lunch and dinner
We need
experienced help 374 5 1st St.

graduate,

USED furnotur, Good prices
We are "unfurnishong" apart
close to campus on a
We
have
basis.
regular

dance,
12/13, Christmas party and last
Lesboan
meeting
scheduled
entertainment,

159 6441 eves

S J Call 393 kill

REVISING, editing, organizing
term
reports,
manuscropts,
con
lochon
also
papers,
saltation Call Dave at 247 6371.

wkrld series
yearbook, and
programs autographs. slolues,

ROOMATE to share 2 bedroom
apt
olurn
AEK, COT Pool,
was/dry
downstairs)
on
N
Wenchestee on Santa Clara $110
plus 1/7 PGS Call Art 987 161/

CHEMISTRY tutor needed for
11th grade student begonnong 3rd
week. Dec Call 1/7 2367 days. of

*Met Kan Aorline coupons for
sale Best offer Call Mrs Clark
after Oat 262 7158

got 60 percent to the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE. Dec
12 21

academic concerns Come see
us in our new office Room 373,
7th
Building.
Administration
and San Fernando Call 277 1966

cards.

Baseball

SPARTAN

Or.?

SKI CLUB

people who care
Joe 268 2529

sports

Wit L your car make II over the
mountains for your holiday sko

SER
COUNSELING
SJSU
VICES Available to all students
woth
help
loke
would
who
or
personal
vocatoonal.

balance 45 due Come out and
hear the latest and merl the
people who Will make Aspen
Rock. Who else would bring you
these fantastic events except the

WANTED

Pepsi
Taco Bell
WANTED
.Aloce on Wonderland’
glasses
and -Lady and the T r mp" will
pans? 50 per glass Ask to Joe

9

Senn, e,

hteeet,

Enclosed is $

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Days

For

De,idione

Iwo days pr,,,, to mshlit elion
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Veteran dons armband in protest
by Stephen Cohodas
Tom Forest wants to send a message to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini,
For 10 days the ex-marine has been wearing a white
armband emblazoned with a black number "50" on his
right arm at his job in the San Antonio Plaza post office.
The number is for the hostages in Iran and he says
the gesture is a symbolic protest to raise support for
their freedom.
"It’s a peaceful protest," he said. "I will wear it
until the crisis) is over."
Forest said the idea for the demonstration came
from friends recently returned from a trip to the East
Coast. A radio station there was urging people to wear
armbands.
Forest said he was prompted to act after he heard
an American businessman in Iran had been seized,
bringing the total hostage number to 50.
-We all wish it hadn’t happened and wish they
would come home," he said, standing outside the post
office with a lump rising in his throat and a quivering in
his voice. "It’s the thing that you do before it gets
violent."
In addition to Forest, several postal workers at
scattered locations throughout San Jose have adopted
the homemade armbands as their form of opposition to
the hostage situation, he said.
He doesn’t expect any flak from high level administrators because the rank -and-file support has
proved widespread nationally, and filtered up to U.S.
Postmaster General William Bolger.
Last Dec. 3, Bolger issues a memo to postal
managers across the country suggesting the protest be
allowed to flourish.
"I believe it is an appropriate and dignified gesture
in this time of an officially declared national
emergency." reads the memo, "and is in the same spirit
as the ringing of church bells and the sending of letters
of protest."
Forest holds that his intent is not to disrupt the
delicate negotiations that are underway between the
U.S. and Iran, nor does he aspire to raise jingoistic antiIranian sentiment.
"I’d hate to see it end up in a war," he said. "I
wouldn’t want to see the Iranians in camps like the
Japanese, either."
However, Forest has little notion of what the effect
an armband campaign will have.
Forest is seeking to apply public pressure to the
diplomatic front to offset what "doubtful" chances he
views the hostages have in their upcoming "spy" trial.
"It’s a matter of generating public support," he
said -First conies the support and then the pressure. A
lot of time is beginning to pass and these people aren’t
going anywhere and nothing is being solved."
Forest appeared thoughtful and pensive discussing
the consequences of the action, occasionally scratching
the sate of his nose or rising on the balls of his feet.
"I support the President’s effort and admire him for
his low profile," he said -I hope it has a positive ef-

Band director faces
liniitations on budget
-continued from page 1
Chevellard’s appointment last spring over thendirector Bill Nicolosi caused a stir with band members.
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New College cuts supply money

phiifr, by Mike Miikine
U S postal worker Tom Forest wears an armband
protesting holding of 50 American hostages by
Iran. Postal workers are wearing the armbands as
a non violent protest

New College will be able to save half of a faculty
position next semester by cutting nearly $6,100 in supplies, services and equipment.
Dean of Academic Planning John Foote confirmed
univeresity approval of the cuts, which were recommended by the New College budget committee in
November.
New College Provost Lawrence Chenoweth told the
committee many of the supplies provided for in the
budget were not being purchased.
The committee cut $400 from out-of-state travel,
leaving $100. The entire in-state travel budget, $400, was
also cut.
Other complete cuts were the $1,500 equipment
budget and $500 for replacement equipment.
Within the supplies and services budget, the committee cut $508 from the $3,000 allocated for stockroom

and duplicating supplies; trimmed half the books and
New College projects budgets; eliminated a $650
reserve; took away $200 eta $600 budget for buses for
field trips; and lopped $100 off both the art supplies and
lecturers’ allocations.
The committee also pared the New College budget
for photocopying from $2,325 to $1,000.
Secretary Martha O’Connell said use of the
photocopying machine by students without authorization
had been a problem. She said one student had been
discovered making copies of a lengthy senior thesis on
the machine without faculty approval. O’Connell said
the room where the photocopier is located is now locked
and only faculty members have keys.
The cuts leave New College with $6,117 this
academic year for supplies and services.

spartaguide
German Club will
meet to discuss their
Christmas party from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.

The Slender Means
Theatrical Co. is staging
the Shepherd’s Play, a free
Christmas show, at 1:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Ballroom. There will also
be a pageant and parade
from the library to the
Black Business Student
children’s center and then Association will have a
to the Student Union.
meeting at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
CostanRoom. Call Carolyn
The SJSU Geology Reams at 293-8210 for more
Club is planning to attend details.
the annual meeting of the
Cordilleran Section of the
Geological Society of
America in Corvallis, Ore.,
on March 19-21, 1980. Any
SJSU students interested in
Passport Photo
attending the convention
with the Geology Club
COLOR 56.95
should sign up in Duncan
BLACK & WHITE
Hall, Room 312. Sign up
before the beginning of
S5.95
spring semester if financial
123 S. 3rd St.
aid is needed.
San Jose
295-4336 4,c1:d
\-’

KINKO S

Career Planning and
Placement will present tips
to make that first job more

Z410S

successful at 2:30 P.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.

PREPARE FOR

4’7

MCAT LSAT GMAT
SAT DAT GRE

5.01

4iro,

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends
Low hourly cost Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST-n -TAPE." facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials
Small classes taught by skilled instructors
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opoortunity to transfer to and continue study at
a,y of our Over 80 centers.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

’t GIVE

Medical Staff On Duty

6:30 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
Open Mon. -Fri.
Closed Wednesday
New donors: Si bonus with
this ad

327-0841

499 HAMILTON AVENUE

ler

PALO Al f1..943,11
inlimpallon MAI all,., renters
csa mu rims liens thus

OF

PROFESSIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Announces openings in the doctoral progran
in clinical psychology that begins in
January. 1980.

SJSU’s band, half the size of MSU’s, received only
$30,000 for this school year.

STA7E APPROVED -94310(b) (fonneny 52,
Send $1 for catalog to:
PASPP Admissions B

As a result, Chevellard appealed to the AS. Special
Allocations Committee for $5.000 in supplemental travel
funds.

467 Hamilton Ave. Palo Alto, CA 94301

329-0806

The council approved $3.673 of that request and the
band played in Anaheim at the Oct. 27 game against
California State University at Long Beach.
For next spring, the band will concentrate on
recruitment, according to Chevellard.
A priority is to let students know that the band is not
limited to music majors.
Cautious about the financial future of the band,
Chevellard said he wished to reserve comment until he
can evaluate the sittlattim liver semester break.

EMPLOYMENT
U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

a’

Aeronautical engineering

111,
’

(901:51

rs 11111

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
(Good All Semester)
l

Act,.
’

mtlterotor

9

1.1,111, OPI

Is

thieris ,E1 oil

It

Adios. Isiah.>
Brake float
- Trnesmission Merl of1,1
i
y flied sac,

ONLY $25
Plus Parts If

Needed

Spartan Mobil
294-1562
SESA

11 th and San Carlos

Offer good for:
ec

Unique professional opportunities (or those seniors and
graduate students completing work in
Accounting/ Auditing

1 \

’1 / 2 etc...es Ali Etc, SW/OW, Ghia..
’Nous
,,,,,, c.fiai

All Work Guaranteed

or eign languages
OHO to Native

Aerospace inuineelinu
Agricultural Economics

Proficiency Required)

Architectural Engineenng
Civil Engineering

Chinese

Communications/Jove/amen

Korean

(orepulei Science/SEW.. Addiasl
economic cs/ Econornetrics
Electrical Engineering
tifIC/I11111. Ingineenng

Polish
Russian
International Relations

electrn Chemistry

Mathematics (applied,

rely.

Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear engineering

&Ma Studies

last Asian
Near !astern

Arabic
Japanese

I itirary Information Science

Nuclear Physics

Russian

Operations Research

east lurope

Optical Engineering
Phologrammetry/ Interpretation
Physics
P
al Scienc

(GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY)
All initial assignments are in the Washington, D.C. area.
Some require foreign travel. U.S. Citizenship is required.
Minimum processing time is six(6) months. OBTAIN YOUR
APPLICATION FROM VIE OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING 8,
PLACEMENT. RESUMES/APPLICATIONS MUST BE MAILED AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE TO P.O. BOX 36103, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
94102. QUALIFIED APPLICANTS Will BE INTERVIEWED AT AN
EARLY DATE.
MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
--AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FOR.. Gt./GRy
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Earn $20 weekly

NUB NLE
NMB VQE ECFMG FLEX
Call Dave Evenings & Weekends
Educational Center
rein pitpapAtioN
SPECIALISTS SINCE IOU

Hyland Donor Center
35 S. Almaden Ave.
San Jose
2 94-6535
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GRE BIO GRE PSYCH MAT OCAT

(415)
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The
PALO ALIO SCHOOL

But the difference between the MSU and SJSU
bands may have presented a challenge to Chevellard.

Bug Problems?

l:17..F:t?drovrsk.
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However, nearly all the members returned this fall.
Previously assistant band director at Michigan State
University. Chevellard welcomed the chance to lead the
SJSU Spartan band.

MS11’s 250 member band operated on an annual
$90.000 budget and received frequent national television
exposure
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